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SANTA FE, N. M., THURSDAY, JANUARY 21, 1904.

ARBITRATION

NOT THE FIRST

MEN OF THE HOUR
IN NEW MEXICO

NATIONAL. BANK

SUGGESTED

OF SANTA FE
international Peace Com
mission at Berue Desires to

TROUBLE ON IN KOREA

$10,000 Owing: the First National
Bank of Asbury Park, New
Jersey, by the Fraser Moun-

tain Copper Company.

The following letter from Major R,
Palen explains itself:
Santa Fe, Jan. 21, 1904.
To the Editor of New Mexican.
In your issue of the 20th instant, in
an article about the affairs of the Fra
ser .Mountain uopper company, you
state in the list of debts of that com
pany, that it owes the First National
Bank of Santa Fe about $10,000. This
is a mistake.
That company is not
and never has been indebted to the
First National Bank of Santa Fe in
any amount, nor do any of its officers,
agents or servants owe that bank any
thing. Please give this correction as
much prominence in your paper as you
did the original statement.
Yours respectfully,
R. J. PALEN,
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Seven of the Ten Ministers of the Her
mit Kingdom Resign American
Legation Surrounded.

WILLING TO

SNOW BANKS

SELLOUT
The Santa Fe Electric Light Plant
on the MarketLight
Consumers Must Pay Up.'

The

Settle Controversy.

NO. 284.

TEN FEET HIGH
A

Blizzard

Raged Throughout
Southern Wisconsin and Surrounding Districts.

"The electric light plant and franchise of the Santa Fe Water and Light
Company, are for sale at a nominal
sum," said Manager W. H. Fritchman OVERFLOW OF STREAMS
of the company today to a representative of the New Mexican. "We are
willing to sell to the city, any individ- The Wabash Is Out of Its Banks and
ual or any company that may be orthe Mississippi Low Land Are
ganized to purchase the plant. Owing
to my absence in the east during the
Flooded.
forepart of January, the electric light
rates published last month in the
Keokuk,
Jan. 21 Ice at the
Daily New Mexican did not go into ef- mouth of theIowa,
Des
Moines
River formed
fect on New Year, but they will be a
gorge today flooding the lowlands of
enforced from February 1 on.
The
rates are lower than they have been isthe Missouri. The town of Alexandria
threatened. In the Mississippi Rivheretofore, but the company insists er the ice held
a rise in
that under the flat rate every lamp in the waters over fast,the causing
same
territory
consumer's house must be charged
for at the published rate. Wherever flooded last summer.
Swollen Streams Flood Peoria.
tne company deems it advisable me
Jan. 1 The heavy rains
Peoria,
ters will be installed and the light will
the
last two days sent all the
during
be cut off without any further notice
at all places where consumers have streams in this vicinity out of their
not settled for their bills of the past banks. The people of the lowlands
east of Peoria are driven out.
year. The company has been and is
The Wabash Out of Its Banks.
still running at a loss. It is furnish
Jan. 21 Ice began
Logansport,
ing street lighting for the city for moving out of Ind.,
the Wabash River toand
the
practically nothing
only way
to make ends moet is to collect all bills day doing much damage to property.
Basements and cellars of fine resipromptly and to permit no one to fall dences
along Eel River Avenue are
in arrears. Those who cannot afford
filled
with
water and Riverside Park
to
the light and fail
pay for it prompt- is converted into a lake.
Many fami
ly, simply will have to do without it.
If the plant is sold, the proceeds will lies were compelled to desert their
'
be applied toward improving the city homes.
Blizzard in Racine.
water system. This much is certain,
the company will in the future man tenMilwaukee, Jan. 21 The snow is
today in Racine as the
age its interests in Santa Ke on a resultfeetof high
a blizzard that raged last
strictly business basis and if it cannot
make ends meet then, the electric night throughout southern Wisconsin.
in the streets are causing
light plant will have to be shut down." Huge drifts in traffic.
great delay
The steamer Georgia which left for
NATURAL GAS EXPLOSION.
Chicago last night is ice bound more
than a mile out in the lake with a
number of passengers on board. Off
A Hotel at Marion, Indiana, Destroyed Kenosha the steamer
City of Marand Three Persons Received
quette, bound for Chicago, is stuck in
Fatal Injuries.
the ice.

Tokio, Jan. 21 The growing belief
that, a peaceful settlement of interna
Y
tional difficulties will be eventually
:"L
attained, has served to strengthen the
financial market. The government re
mains Biknt awaiting a formal response from Russia. The mere ac
f
ceptance of Japan's proposals will not
suffice. Some definite plan of action
II
I
other than mere promises will be in
F
sisted on by Japan. Japan is unwill
ing to disarm unlass absolutely con'
vinced that its rights are safe guarded
President. II 1
:
Chances for Peace Favorable
f
,
The New Mexican in commenting on
London. Jan. 21 The Westminster
Gazette today voices the official infor the above desires to state that the er
mation on the far Eastern crisis by ror occurred in this office. The infor
mation in the article should have been
saying: "We believe that chances for
the sum of about $10,000 was due
that
peace at this moment are more favor
able than they have been tor some the First National Bank of Asbury
Park, New Jersey, an institution
weeks past.
which is now in the hands of the re
War Fears Dispelled.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 21 A dispatch ceiver.
from Vladivostock says: News received here from Japan has dispelled the
fears of war. Peace is assured for a
long time to come.
The Hague Tribunal.
A FLY
Paris, Jan. 21 It has been learned
in official quarters that the Interna
tional
Peace Commission
(having
headquarters at Berne) which is an ad Caused the Death of Three Work- .iunct to The Hague Arbitration Tribu
ingmen and Fatally Injured
rial has sent a circular note to the
Three Others.
powers asking for the adoption of
means to secure a settlement of the
Johnstown, Pa. Jan. 21 As a result
controversy. The note of the breaking of a governor belt, al
lias received serious attention from lowing an immense fly wheel to run
WILLIAM E. MARTIN.
$PJ&U
some of the governments including, It away and burst in the Cambria Steel
is understood,
Appointed" Clerk Fifth Judicial District By Judge W. H. Pope.
that of Washington Company's rail mill today, three men
Marion, Jan. 21 Three persons
which has taken steps to learn the at- are dead, three fatally hurt and six
were burned to death, two fatally hurt
CONGRESS,
titude of foreign governments toward are more or less severely injured,
and ten badly injured in a gas explo
the proposition.
When the engineer felt the jar he
sion that destroyed the Seitz Hotel
Corean Ministry Resigns.
rushed to the steam valve and tried to
here today. The dead are: Charles Senator Morgan Wants the United
States to Annex the Isthmus
Seoul, Jan. 21 Seven out of the ten stop the engine. He was too late, how
Beitel, proprietor of the hotel, and
ministers of the Corean cabinet have ever, for the explosion of the wheel
r. of Panama.
wife,, and James Devlin, proprietor of
j
resigned an'! four new ones have been was instantaneous. Flying pieces of
the cafe. Natural gas is said to have
appointed.
Washington. Jan. 21 In the Senate;
They are neutral as re- metal broke the steam pipes and re
escaped from a pipe line that passed
near the building, the rooms soon filled today Senator Morgan called for the
gards the revival of the progressive In- leased the scalding vapor. Red hot
dependence clause which the govern- pieces of metal were hurled against
and the great volume of gas was ignit- reading of a bill he introduced yesterment opposes. A serious Insurrection the wooden walls and the roof setting
ed by a jet.
The outer walls ignit- - day providing for the annexation of
threatened the southern provinces be- Are to both. At the same time the wabullding were blown out, the second Panama to the United States and also
cause of official oppression.
floor falling on the first. The guests of a resolution directing the President
ter pipes broke, the works flooding to
Situation Tense in Seoul.
of the hotel, 50 in number, were asleep to enter into treaties for the construcdepth of several feet and making es
tion of the canal, via the Nicaragua
Seoul, Corea, Jan. 21 Prompt action cape difficult for the injured. After the
when the fire started.
route. Then he entered upon a forby the various nations in bringing fire was extinguished, the search for
mal explanation of the two measures.
guards here has done much to insure the bodies was commenced. All the
DESTROYED BY FIRE.
Debate on Appropriation Bill.
the safety of foreigners but it is cer dead and injured are thought to have
tain that danger still exists and only been recovered.
Washington, Jan. 21 In the House
today the resolution of Mr. Gardner of
needing some unfortunate incident at
The Largest Cyanide Mill in the New Jersey, asking the secretary of
this critical moment to start a riot led
World Burnt to the Ground
commerce and labor for a statement
possibly by Corean soldiers. United MINE WORKERS
This Morning.
States Minister Allen says he is care
concerning the number of horses and
Florence, Jan. 21 The mill of the carriages maintained at the expense
6ET IN POLITICS
fully abstaining from, entanglements
United States Reduction and Refining of the government for the officials of
in the .political situation. The Ameri
Associate Justice William H. Pope appointed interpreter of the Legislatwo miles north of this city his
Company,
can legation is surrounded by a large
department and the names of the
today made an order appointing Will- tive Council; in 1894 he was elected was
destroyed
by fire today causing a officials, was adopted. The army ap
Election
of
United
the
force of Corean troops. The people They Urge
iam E. Martin as clerk and register in member of the House of Representaloss estimated at $125,000. It was the
States Senators By a Direct Vote
largely blame Yi Yiung Ik, the favorchancery for the courts of the Fifth tives from the district composed of largest cyanide mill in the world and propriation bill was then taken up in
of
the
a committee of the whole and a five
for
the constantly
People.
ite of the Emperor
Judicial District of New Mexico. Mr. the counties of Socorro and Sierra by consisted of several
Six
Martin's candidacy was earnestly sup- the largest majority ever given any workmen in the thirdbuildings. of the hours' debate was agreed upon.
Increasing troubles and great distress
story
Indianapolis, Jan. 21 At the open ported by Governor Otero, National candidate for the
throughout the country. A powerful
assembly in that dis- main
narrowly escaped suffo
secret society of 3,000 members has ing of the convention of the United Committeeman
Solomon Luna and trict; in 1896 he was nominated by cation. building
The plant shut down some
COAL MINE DISASTER.
sworn to kill Yi Yiung Ik and two oth Mine Workers today a resolution was Delegate Rodey, and he was also the Republicans of the same district
on account of the strike and
time
ago
considered providing for two delegates
er favorites of the Emperor.
endorsed by Solicitor General and elected a member of the Legisla- was
being dismantled. The origin of
to attend the convention of the West strongly Territorial
Bartlett,
As- the fire is unknown but it is believed Six Men Lose Their Lives
in the
Secretary
tive Ccuncil in the Thirty-seconern Federation of Miners and to en
Territorial Treasurer Vaughn, sembly. At the spring election in to have been caused
Mine
at
Coal
from
Midway
ashes
by
deavor to establish friendly relations Hon. H. O. Bursum and other territor- 1898, the
Rouse.
Republicans of Socorro elect- the pipe of one of the workmen who
or to form a coalition between the two ial and federal officials, as well as by ed
as
him
Jan. 21 Word
of
the
the
Colo.,
mayor
was
with
contact
in
by
city
Walsenburg,
smoking,
coming
organizations. An effort will be made many prominent' citizens throughout largest majority ever given any candi- some inflammable
of a fatal
was
'
here
received
today
material.
to have the Federation join the Ameri
date for that position; he served as
cavein in the Midway coal mine at
Train Robbers Secure $80,000 From can Federation of Labor and so be sub the Territory.
William E. Martin was born at Fort chief clerk of the Legislative Council
Rouse, twelve miles from here, in
a Strong: Box of the Wells
ject to the jurisdiction of the United Selden, Dona Ana County, February in the Thirty-thirwhich six miners lost their lives. No
Assembly; in May, MULLAH'S FORGES
A
resoluof
America.
Mine
Workers
Company.
Fargo
details
have been received, as yet.
16, 18G7. He is the son of the late 1901, he accepted the position of chief
election
was
tion
adopted urging the
'
who was one of clerk of the territorial penitentiary
John
SURPRISED
Captain
Martin,
of United States Senators by direct
San Francisco, Jan. 21 Train
the pioneers of this Territory in the under Superintendent H. O. Bursum;
stole an iron safe from the ex vote.
GOLO FEVER AT TUGUMGARI
60's and 70's.
Martin served in 1902 in recognition of his successDelegate Howell of Colorado, intro creditably and Captain
press car of the Sunset Limited north
ful and satisfactory services as chief Somali Mounted Infantry Kill Fifty
the
during
honorably
bound, near San Luis Obispo early this duced a resolution in which a lengthy civil war as first lieutenant of Com- clerk, he was promoted to the office
Speermen and Capture Camels
of
Nuggets as Big as Wheat Grains
and Sheep.
Inof assistant superintendent, which he
morning and it is reported secured a preamble set forth all the doctrines
Volunteer
First
California
D,
pany
Found in the Black Sands of
large amount of treasure from the stol the Socialists and asked the mine fantry. This regiment was organized still holds. He also served as chief
Revuelto Creek.
en strong box, the sum being placed workers to take the initiative toward in San Francisco and marched over clerk of the Council in the Thirty-fourtAden, Arabia, Jan. 21 Advices from
to the New Mexican.
Special
as high as $80,000.
Kennas
Somali
Somaliland
the
This, however, calling a world's convention of trades land in 1861 to the Mesilla Valley unAssay
and Thirty-fiftLegislative
unions tq. consider plans for the distri
Tucumcari, Jan. 21 Gold has been
was denied at the office of Wells-Fargmounted infantry surprised the Mul
der the command of Colonel, thereaf- semblies in 1901 and 1903.
labor
of
the
created
bution
wealth
discovered eighteen miles east of Tuby
& Company. The train was traveling
on
in
vi
forces
the
lah's
17,
January
CapCarleton.
General
In the various official positions
ter, Brigadier
cumcari on Revuelto Creek, and the
in two sections and Express Messen After an hour's heated discussion it tain Martin saw much service against which Mr. Martin has held
since 1889, cinity of Kilinad, killing 50 speermen
viwas
Mitchell
President
tabled:
.urged
ex
was
the
ger T, Sullivan,
handling
first man a period of fifteen years, he has ac and capturing 3,000 camels and thou- wildest excitement prevails in this
was
Indians
and
the
hostile
cinity. In a formation of black sand
press cars of both sections. The dis the organization to have nothing to to dig for and find water on what was quitted himself very creditably and sands of sheep.
nuggets as big as wheat- grains are
covery or tne tneit or the safe was do with political tenets. A resolution then the dreaded Jornada del Muerto,
As a member of the
found and gold is in every pan. Exmade on returning from the forward asking that 50 cents per week per when hostile Apaches held sway in satisfactorily.
in
House
and
the
Legislative Assembly
express car to that of the second sec capita be assessed for the benefit of that section of New Mexico. Young in the Council he served and advocat been appointed ably, honestly and to pert miners who visited the spot yestion. Heavy steel bars, holding the the Colorado strikers in addition to Martin was reared on his father's ed the best interests of his . constitu the benefit of all concerned, the peo- terday report it to be the best prosthey have ever seen. Business
safe in the corner of the car were the $21,000 weekly now being given to ranch on the Jornada, then called ents and of the people of the
court
litigants. His ap pect
Territory, ple, the wi.l and
men in Tucumcari are closing their
wrenched from their fastening and the them, brought out a lengthy discus Aleman and when of proper age, was
be
received
with
great
voting upon all questions and bills be- pointment
The dis
and flocking to the placer fields
s sion of the Colorado strike.
safe was dragged from the car.
sent to St Michael's College in this fore these bodies oa the right side. He gratification by the older citizens of stores
and 300 men are already on the spot.
were sent along the line to look cussion showed warm sympathy for
to
will
who
be
the
a
pleased
he
received
is
one
Territory,
thorough
of
where
the best 'Spanish scholars
city,
out for the robbers and detectives the strikers. The resolution was re commercial education, remaining at and
speakers, in the Territory; he is see that the eminent services of his dehave started in search of them from ferred to the national executive com- that institution from 1877 to 1880.
also a very fluent and forceful writer ceased father have been recognized in
SHIPPING APPLES EAST.
mittee. It will probably come up
this city.
the advancement of the son and also
Upon the death of his father, the in both the English and Spanish lan
later.
In July guages. As chief clerk of three Legis- generally throughout the Fifth Dis- Pennsylvania
family moved to Mesilla.
Appreciates and Pays
was lative Councils, he served with honor trict and the Territory, where the
sketch
1889, the subject of this
Raised ii San
Well
Fruit
for
WAR FEELING DYIN6 OUT.
new appointee is well and favorably
Juan County.
appointed deputy clerk of the Third and benefit to the Territory and with
THIBETIANS WILL FIGHT.
to
and
known
be
comperecognized
Judicial District at Las Cruces under credit to himself. As interpreter he
Dr. C. Coolidge of Scranton, . Penntent and thoroughly fitted for the office
Bogota Newspapers Urge Conciliation
who has extensive interests
Judge John R. McFie, then presiding has no superior in New Mexico. He is of
sylvania,
clerk of the Fifth Judicial District in San Juan
and General Desire is for
Native Priest Threaten to Appeal to judge of that district. In October, a strong and influential Republican
County, shipped two car
Court
Peace.
Russia for Aid to Repel
1890, he resigned this position and was and has done yeoman service for the
from that county to
of
loads
apples
1901 Mr.
was married at
Invaders.
a few weeks
appointed chief clerk of the United party ever since attaining his major- LasIn cruces to Martin
Scranton,
Pennsylvania,
Miss Louisa Newcomb
States land office in that town. Mov ity. He resembles his father in being
Panama, Jan. 21 Further advices
ago. The experiment was completely
of
Two
Indiana.
Huntington,
children, successful. Some of the fruit sold at
Calcutta. Jan. 21 Reports from ing to Socorro in 1891, he was ap- of sturdy character, loyal to his
received from Bogota indicate that the
war feeling in Colombia is dying out the British expedition to Thibet indi- pointed official interpreter for the friends and to his party, true to his a boy and a girl, were born to them, $2.50 a box, or 85 cents higher than
The general desire is to allow the cate that the Thlbetians are likely to Fifth Judicial District by Judge A. A. convictions and courageous, energetic both, however, now deceased.
the retail price at Durango, Colorado,
Panama secession to pass without war. show fight. Native priests declare that Freeman and served in that capacity and hard working. He possesses ev
nearest market. Mr. Coolidge inthe
Call on the New Mexican Printing tends to ship his entire apple crop of
All the newspapers of the capital urge they wUl appeal to Russia if the ad- until the termination of Judge Free ery qualification to conduct the lm-- i
vance continues.
man's term of office; in 1893 he was j portant office to which he has just j Company for engraved visiting cards. next year to Pennsylvania markets.
conciliation.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, January

m

population in the countries included
in the table seems to justify an esti
mate of 1,600,000,000 as the approxi
mate total of the world's population at
m KW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS the
present time.
The total revenue, for the latest
Editor
SCAX, FROST
available date, of the countries and
FAUL A. F. WALTER
in the list is set
',
Associate Editor, colonies included
down at $7,854,301,000 and the total
..
CHARLES M. STAUFFER
Manager
expenditures at $7,939,540,000.
Gold is stated as the standard of
Sintered aa Second Class matter at
in an of the countries named
currency
the Santa Fe Postoffice.
except Bolivia, Guatemala, Honduras
San
Salvador, China
Nicaragua,
The New Mexican is the oldest news French East Indies, Mexico, Paraguay,
paper in New Mexico. It la sent to ev and certain German colonies. These
whose standard of cur
ery postoffice In the Territory, and has ten countries
rency is given as silver show a total
a large and growing circulation among commerce
$631,194,000, out of a total
the intelligent and progressive people commerce of
of $22,000,000,000, or slight
Of the Southwest.
ly less than 3 per cent of the grand

fe

id

total.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Dally per month, by mail
Dally, six months, by mall
Dally, one year, by mail
Dally, three months, by mail
IWeekly, per month
Weekly, per quarter
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year

25
SI 00
78
4 00
7 BO
2 00
26
76
1 00
2 00

UNION

THE WEALTH OF NATIONS.
The new department of labor and
commerce through its bureau of sta
tistics has just issued an interestin
pamphlet entitled: "Area, population,
incommerce, revenue, expenditures,
debtedness, currency and stocks of
money of the principal countries of the
world." The Daily New Mexican will
quote a few figures from it showing
that the United States is one of the
greatest of all nations from a material
standpoint. The largest imports of
any single nation are those of the
GerUnited Kingdom, $2,571,416,000;
many second, with $1,340,18,000; the
United States third, $1,025,719,000;
Netherlands fourth, $867,308,000, and
France fifth, $848,046,000. The per
capita imports are stated in the order
of magnitude per capita; Netherlands
$162.20; New Zealand $72.98; Belgium,
United
Switzerland
$64.89;
$65.62;
of
Kingdom $61.28; Commonwealth
Australia $54.74; United States $12.76;
The per capita exports are: Netherlands $137.08; New Zealand $79.58;
Commonwealth of Australia $54.74;
um $53.55; Switzerland
$50.28;
i of the United States being glv-- t
$17.32 per capita. In the state-- t
of indebtedness of the various
itries the totals by countries in the
!r of their magnitude are:
ranee $5,856,312,892; United King- -

"GOD SAVE THE PEOPLE."
Some time ago a committee of Br'.t
ish educators called the Mosely com
mission, visited this country to inves
tigate its public school system. One
of these commissioners at a banquet
given them in New York City was
seated next to Brander Matthews and
remarked: "I am beginning to think
you educate the people very well
here." Mr. Matthews replied: "Not al
all, we are the people and we educate
ourselves." After considerable refle
tion the Englishman said, he thought
that remark gave him the key to the
mystery between America and thi! rest
of the great nations of the world. Yes,
that is the mystery, which is no my
tery at all to Americans. In almost
all other countries rulers are born a3
such under the old superstition of
"the divine right of kings," while in
the United States all citizens are rul
ers by the "divine right of the people"
and this has proved so successful as
to place this country in the very forefront of the nations of the world in lit
tie more than a century. Of course,
there are bitter political fights here,
which seem to foreigners to threaten
the stability of the government, but
they merely serve to purify the political atmosphere. But no matter how
bitter the struggle and the consequent
disappointment thereon, to the defeat
ed party, no man dreams of a possible
change of the American form of government. That has long since passed
beyond the domain of discussion. It is
settled forever, "God save the people."

The new theater ordinance of Chica
go, is a reminder of the old adage that
after the child is drowned the well
gets covered. But even In this respect
Chicago is ahead of most other towns
where the well does not get covered
even after the child has been drowned.
Santa Fe has lost much prestige, many
desirable families and indirectly much
wealth by not having any modern
school buildings, yet, instead of getting
to work to put up such buildings, the
$3,885,166.333 ; Russia $3,333,938,-- (
will spend the next year or two
city
Italy $2,560,605,000; Spain $2,061,-,97- squabbling over the disposition of the
Austria Hungary $1,112,790,-- ; Fort Marcy Reservation. Whether this
British India $1,102,905,139;
is due to Santa Fe's ill luck or to mere
of Australia $1,047,819,629. cussedness of some of its
citizens, is
The debt of the United States is stat-a- t not difficult to
determine. A friend of
indebtedness
The
$925,011,637.
the city said recently: "All that Santa
the German Empire is given at Fe needs
to push it to the front is sevthe German eral first class
98,849.400, and of
funerals," a'hd there is
;atC $2,687,621,000. Five European - more truth than poetry in that expresgantries France, the United King- sion of opinion.
an aggregate indebtedness of over 17
Over 300 tax
and property
billions of dollars, thus forming on& owners of this payers
have petitioned the
city
half of the total indebtedness of tire board of county commissioners for the
world. The per capita debt, as stated construction
of a stone arch bridge
in the order of magnitude is: New across
Rio Santa Fe on College
the
Zealand $327.11; Commonwealth
of Street. This
petition should be grantAustralia, $277.79; Portugal, $151.02; ed and the bridge should be built. The
France, 150.31; Uruguay, $132.81; cost of the contemplated improvement
Honduras, $124.19; Spain, $110.72; Ar will be small and the property owners
gentina, $100.08; United Kingdom, and taxpayers are perfectly willing to
$92.59; Netherlands, $86.62; Belgium tax. themselves for this
purpose. No
$81.28; Italy, $78.85. The debt of the
or public spirited citizen can have
good
United States is given at $11.51 per
any just cause for objecting to the
capita.
plan. The bridge is needed very
coun
indebtedness
of
The total
the
much and will be a credit to the city.
tries named in the list is given at $34, Santa Fe cannot have too many such
389,604,970; but as the statement does
not include the indebtedness of certain improvements.
minor colonies and divisions, the total
The people of Chaves County and of
national indebtedness of the world at
the
city of Roswell should do their
in
be
the present time may safely
put,
round terms, at 35 billions of dollars, level best towards obtaining direct rail
The interest charge on the public debt connection with central New Mexico
of the countries named is given at $1, via Torrance and the Santa Fe Central Railway. As soon as this comes
4x6,397,448.
The total exports of the countries about, that section will grow much
and colonies included are stated at more rapidly than it has grown, al$10,278,616,000 and the total imports at though its present , advancement is
With this railroad
$11,625,755,000, making the aggregate very noticeable.
commerce $21,804,391,000. For most of connection and the construction of the
the countries the figures stated relate Hondo Reservoir, Roswell will have at
to the year 1902, in a few cases they least 20,000 inhabitants in three years.
are for 1901, and in some cases for
The question of the proper disposi
1903. The aggregate of the world's
commerce at the present time may tion of the Fort Marcy Reservation
therefore be set down, in round figures will never be settled unless it is setas 22 billions of dollars. While, pre tled right. This means that all por
sumably, all exports become, in turn, tions of it not necessary for school
imports, the stated value of these im purposes for a city hall and for an ex
ports exceeds by more than one bil ecutive residence must be sold and the
lion dollars the stated value of the proceeds applied towards the construe
merchandise in question when stated tion of new school buildings.
Com-mweal-

as exports.
This increased value in the state
The national honor is well sustained
ment of merchandise imported when by the present Republican admlnistra
compared with the statement of value tion, notwithstanding the assertions of
of the 'same merchandise when ex Senators Morgan, Carmack, Tillman,
ported is accounted for in part by the Gorman, et al. What these gentlemen
value added through transportation, do not know about national honor
insurance, etc., and in part also by would fill a much larger book than
the fact that statements of value are what they do know about it.
more carefully and rigidly made when
the goods are imported than in the Undigested securities and too much
statements supplied on exportation. water are still troubling Wall Street,
Under the term "exports" is included but the legitimate business of the
simply the domestic merchandise of
is going on at a very satisfacthe countries in question, and under country
pace.
tory
the term "imports" the importation for
home consumption, the imported mer
George Fred Williams of Massachu
not being inchandise
cluded in the export statement, the setts, silver Democratic leader, proposes to use his influence in the advance
purpose being to include in the statement the actual value of a single trans- ment of the Olney presidential boom."v
action in the merchandise originally Tough that on the boom.'
entering into international commerce.
The coffee crop of the world, having
The population of the countries and
colonies included in this statement is been reported as short, the price of
given at 1,487,159,000 and their area at beans in this countrv has cone ud. The
40.701.93C square miles, .This figure of ' connection is obvious.

A

Norvhiia Woman

heals inflammation and ulceration and
cures female weakness. It is a perfect
tonic and nervine, tranqnilizing the
nerves, promoting the appetite and inducing refreshing sleep.

"When I first wrote you I bad been to three
different doctors and two of them said I would
never get better without rjoing to the hospital
for an operation," writes Mrs. Selma Brickson,
of 496 Rice Street, St. Paul, Minn. "Was not
able to do anything;. If I would
up and walk
to the kitchen and back I would have to lie in
bed for a day or sometimes two days. Now I
Pierce's Favorite Prehave used six bottles of Dr.
scription and sis of the ' Golden Medical Discov-cr- y
I waa so
and the result is just wonderful.
nervous I had to have some one by my side all
I
even
could
in day time, and
the time
hardly
eat anything. I took treatment from a doctor
twice a week, and every time I would go there I
felt so sick, but since I quit all the doctors and
began taking your medicines I sained right
I weighed i5 pounds, when I began
along.
and now
taking your medicines (in August) am
as wall
am
I
up to my usual weight its. I
and feet aa good as ever."
FrES. Dr. Pierce's Common Sense
Medical Adviser is sent free on receipt

et

Popieto

have any clean cotton

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N.

WILLIAM McKEAN,

W. J. McPHERSON.
.
Practices in all the
Courts in the Territory.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

To have the best of everything m the line.

R 'HAN LEY
XXT

ui

(11
Francisco

W. B. McBRAYER. OLD CHOW
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
OYEMOLT aa4 OUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE WHISKY.
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.
FRENCH COGNAC AND HOLLAND flIN.
CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
OUINNESS'S PORTER AND BASSES'

Santa Fe

t

Las Cruces, New Mexico.
District attorney for Dona Ana. Otera
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties.
Third Judicial District.
.

CHAS. F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- .
Santa Fe. N nr.
Land and mining business a
specialty.
B. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa .Fe, N. M.

Hew

EDWARD C. WADE,

Mice.

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty." -

Attorney-at-Law- .

ALE

LAS CRUCES,

No. 259 on the North Side of the Street.

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

THE ST. ELMO CLUB

S?

I

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON, Props.
Dealers in All Kinds of Domestic and Imported

Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos
California Wines, Rhine Wines and Native Wines.
G. F. Heublein & Bro's. Cocktails all ready for use.
Avondale Club Whiskey. Silver Creek Whiskey,

A. B. RENEHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

OSTEOPATHY

Family Trade a Specialty
FINE BAR, BILLIARD TABLES AND CLUB ROOMS.

No. 210 Don Oaspar Avenue

-

Telephone No. 6.

-

w.

Practices In the Supreme and DiatrSsf
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pal
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

A. P. HOGLE

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medlcinee.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m.,
p. m.
2- -5

9--

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
Store.

South Side of Plaza.
C. O. HARRISON, D. D. S.,

Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Office: Over

rags

Cat

Beat of Refeanc Often as aa BMBATJIBB.
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141..

of-

Civil Engineers

'

The Palace Hotel

Stenography

'?

I

cat

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,

MARGUERITE GEIMER.

:.

.

Stenographer and Typewriter,
Notary Public,

REMIN6T0N TYPEWRITERS

it

Surveyors'

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151.

new Mexico

Fe

&

JAT TURLET,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor. Irrigation Work a Specialty. U. S. Deputy
Mineral Surveyer. Santa Fe, N. M.

eeaaaaaiaassssssss

pay you to advertise. Try

M.

Attorney-atLaw-

Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.
-SPECIALTY
L

aaaaaaaaeaeaaa
STATE LIMITED.
Cuisine and Tab)
The Golden State Limited will be re
and Rafu.
Service Unescelld
sumed, first train to leave Chicago,
ThMUfbaat
December 20, and Los Angeles, De
cember 24 1903, the service to be continued, on practically same schedule
as last season, until April 14 from Chi
cago and April 20 from Los Angeles.
This train will carry the same
WILLIAM VAOOHW, PROP.
equipment as last year, to Los Ange
les, and an additional car for PasaLarge Samcle Boons far Commercial JQen.
dena, also one for San Francisco.
SYSEL PASO NORTHEASTERN
A.
N.
TEM,
BROWN,
lflWSSSSS
G. P. A., El Paso, Texas.
wil- -

.

Practice in all the Courts, Taos, N.

Attorney-at-Law- .

GOLDEN

It

Palace Ave.

WILLIAjI H. H. LLEWELLYN,

that are suitable for cleaning machin

ery, bring them to the New Mexican
fice and receive cash for same.

M.

Office Sena Block.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

i

you

EUGENE A. FISKE,

Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

Attorney-at-Law-

H. N. WILLCOX,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENT.
Catron Block, Phone 71.

If

EDWARD L. BARTLETT.
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

,

King Peter of Servia, is tired of his
job but there will be no difficulty in
finding a successor for him. Even
wobbly and undermined thrones com
mand a good price in the market of
ambition.

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSION.
Another series of homeseekers' tick
ets has been arranged for from points
in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and
Nebraska, to points in New Mexico,
Colorado, Arizona and Texas, the rate
will be one fare plus two dollars for
the round trip.
Dates of saie December 1, and 15,
1903, January 5 and 19, 1904, February
and 16, March 1 and 15, and April
5 and 19, 1904.
Final limit for return passage 21
days from date of sale.
Write and tell your friends in the
east and call on any agent of the San
ta Fe for information.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

searching titles a specialty.

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6

nt

IMPERFECT DIGESTION.
Means less nutrition and in conse
quence less vitality. When the liver
fails to secrete bile, the blood becomes
loaded with bilious properties, the di
and the
gestion becomes impaired
bowels constipated. Herbine will rectify this; it gives tone to the stomach,
liver a' kidneys, strengthens the ap
petite, clears and improves the complexion, infuses hew life and vigor to
the whole system 50 cents a bottle.
Sold "by Fischer Drug Co.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,

8AN FRANCISCO ST., SANTA TJt, V. K.

J. E. Lacome,

M.

Office in Griffin Block. Collections autf

AH the Popular Games.

of stamps to pay expense of mailing only.
In
Send 21 one-cestamps for the book
cloth-boun- d
paper covers, or 31 stamps for
volume. Address Dr. R.V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets,
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. R. W. Grove's signature
Is on each box, 25c.

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N.

Has on band a constant stfpply of
the finest brands of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

1

wisurou,

Attorneys at Law.

OXFORD CLUB

d.

.l,tu ncucu
wut.u

CARDS.

PROFESSIONA!.

.

Will often fed compelled to stop the
clock whose ticking seems unbearable to
her. la such a nervous condition the
woman needs a building up of the entire
syitem. It is useless to attempt the cure
or t h e nerves
while the cause
of the nervousness remains
A very
common cause
of nervousness
in women is a
diseased
of the delicate
womanly organism.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
cures
Prescription
womanly diseases and
the nervousness which
they cause. It changes
irregularity to regulardries the drains
ity,
.
a

2if 1904.

No. 106 Aztec Avenue,
New Mexico.

Santa Fe,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., DsaJtfi.
Ms
Santa Fe

,

want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
r
anything, advertise in the NSW MEXICAN.

If you

'
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

STEVENS
rirearmi tre made right, look right, and for their
articular purposes, are positively unsurpassed. There
Is absolutely no guess-worabout the "Stevena."
( R I FLES, from f 3.00 to $150.00.
e PISTOLS, from fa.50 to iso.00.
( SHOTGUNS, from $7.50 to J30.00.
Don't
Nearly all dealers handle the Stevens."
fail to send for Illustrated catalog a book of ready
reterence m..eayr upon request.
Are you good at Puzzles T We have issued one that
la very Interesting and will make you think hard.
Send two
stamps and we will forward it hy
return mail.
Address, "Purtle Department.''

STZVZHS ABMS

TOOL CO.,

P.O. Box 309a,

,

Chlcopee Falls, Man.'

j

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.
Established and Suppertsd by

-

fradaates ef Stue.nl Eastera CeUeges. New
all IsralsWsp and eqihtsKats aetfera aad csaskte;
state,
giHigMti ; betas, waterworks, all cosveaieacss.
i; TUITION, BOARD AND LAUNDRY, I2M per aanlea. Sesskw Is three term ef
tfcjrteea weeks each.
t;
weSHraterei.
ROSWELL Is a otal staM resert, MS fset asm
tEOENTS-Natf- eaa
Jatta. W. M. Reel. E.S. BftsrikMkACLteaawE.A.1
COt J. W. WIU.SCX, SlsL
Fer
,

;

tss Tarritorf.

SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, an

ttisi

aaUeiaf

aee-kra-

srcataa4ress

Notary Public, Stenographer and Type'
writer. Translations
From Spanish into English and front
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal

:

Building.

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.'

SCRATCH PAPER.
Made from ledger, linen, flat and book
papers at 10 cents per pound at the'
New Mexican. This Is scrap paper put
up In pads and" Is less than the paper
originally cost Only a limited supply.

It

la

an admitted fact that real estate.

financial men and merchants all say,
that quickest and best results are ob-tained by advertising in the "Ksfl
Mexican."
The New Mexican "Printing Company
is headquarters for engraved cards de
visite and wedding invitations in New
Mexico. Get your work ore here and
you Will be pleased In every particular.

Try; a New Mexican Want Ad
quick retura,;

f
'

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, January

Mm mm

Every mother feels

a)

great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
of her life.
Becoming
mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
j
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery,
Mother Friend it the only remedy which relieves women of the great
j
,lpin and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
i;by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and ths
enous accidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated
Friend. "It is
ays many wno
per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to
CaAanZLD KEOUIATOR OO., AUmutm.

5fr,3
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Have Opened a

First-Clas- s

BOOT AND SHOE STORE

With an Entirely New Stock of Fine Footwear
for All at My Old Quarters on the
South Side of Plaza.

P. F. HANLEY
PTiKTiTm

nr

Fine Wines, Liquors fir Cigars
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.

Old Cww, McBrarer. Gockenheimer Rye, Taylor
OUR SPECIALTIES
and Paxtoo, Old Jordan and Monogram, Kjr., Wkiakiaa.

STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

SANTA FE, N. A.

VVORMS!

?

WHITE'S UnbAM

VERHIFUGEJ
Best la Quality.

Most In Quantity.

Fcr 20 Yesrs llss Led ell Worn Rensdies.
JAMES F. DALLARD. St. Louis.

teMp.ndb,

WONDERFUL NERVE.
Is displayed by many a man enduring
pains of accidental cuts, wounds, burns
Test Well to Be Dug in the La Plata bruises scalds, sore feet or stiff joints.
But there's no need for it. Bucklen's
Valley on a
Arnica Salve will kill the pain and cure
Plan.
the trouble. It's the best salve on
The farmers on the La Plata, in San earth for piles, too. 25c at Fischer
Juan County will unite and dig a test Drug Co.
well, the expense of which, should
The nicest and pleasantest medi
prove a failure, will be paid by each
farmer in proportion to the number cine I have used for indigestion and
of acres of land owned by him. Should constipation is Chamberlain's Stom
the well prove a succcess, the owner ach and Liver Tablets," says Melard
of the land on which it is dug shall F. Craig of Middlegrove, N. Y. "They
pay all expenses and be the owner of work like a charm .and do not gripe
the well. N. A. Conger .of that sec or have any unpleasant effect." For
tion has offered to become one of five sale by all druggists.
men to invest $300 each for such a pro
DOMESTIC TROUBLES.
ject.
A large force of men and fourteen
It Is .exceptional to find a family
teams are pushing the work rapidly 'on where there are no domestic ruptures
the big ditch on the south side of the occasionally, but these can bd lessened
San Juan River. The men behind the by having Dr. King's New Life Pills
proposition are: Messrs. Schultz, Mc around. Much trouble they save by
Kenzie and Townsend of Bloomfleld their great work in Stomach and Liver
and Camp and McNeil of Durango troubles. They not only relieve you
Judge Pendleton and Fred Bunker of but cure. 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
Aztec. These men own about 1,500
acres of land which will be irrigated
Notice for Publication.
by the dRch and which will be ready
(Homestead Entry No. 5136).
for cultivation this spring.
Department of the Intekiob,
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M. Jan. 16. 1904
Notice is hereby criven that ths fnllnwinar
namea aeTiier 88 11 tea notice 01 tils intention
A SAND STORM
to make nnal Droof In siiDcort of his claim
and that said proof will be made before the
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,on
SWEPT GAPITAN register
February 24. 1904. via: Joan Rafael Snna. for
the ne! ofsection 3 township 15 north, range
11 east.
He names the following witnesses to
prove nis continuous residence noon, and
The Worst in Lincoln County for cultivation of said land, viz; Manuel Sandoval, of Santa Fe. N. M.. Manuel Martinez.
Years and All Outside Work Was
Teotilo Herrera, Juan Manuel Angel, all of
Suspended. '
liBmy, . iu.
MANCEL K. OTEBO Register.
Capitan experienced a terrific wlfyd
CURED LUMBAGO.
storm during the past week. It was
B. Canman, Chicago, writes
A.
pronounced the worst that has visited March 4, 1903: "Having been troubled
Lincoln County in many years. Dense with Lumbago at
different times and
clouds of dust were carried along and tried one
after another; then
physician
deposited in "drifts, in many places different ointments and linaments,
several feet deep. The storm was of gave it up
altogether. So I tried once
four days duration and during its prev more, and got a bottle of Ballard's
alence all outside work had to be sus Snow Linament, which gave me almost
pended.
instant relief. I can cheerfully rec
ommend it, and will add my name to
FIRE IN GRAND CANON HOTEL.
your list of former sufferers." 25c, 50c
and $1. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
It Started in the Attic and is Sup
The Weekly New Mexican Review
posed to Have Been of Incendiary
is published by the New Mexican
Origin.
Printing Company every Thursday. It
The Grand Canon Hotel in Arizona contains the most reliable and latest
was discovered
to be on fire last territorial, mining, educational, stock
week by a guest at the hotel who was raising, railroad social and political
awakened early in the morning by Are news of the week from all points of
falling from the ceiling of his room the Territory. It is an excellent paper
He gave the alarm which was quickly to send to friends in the east. Price
responded to and the building was sav five cents per copy.
ed although considerable damage was
done. The blaze originated in the at
tic and was evidently of incendiary ori
gin for upon investigation, a small
pile of kindling wood, a partly burned
KtoilliilM
feather duster and other trash were
found. It is supposed that the person
who started the fire climbed to the top
of the hotel by means of a ladder and
entered the attic through a trap door
in the roof. The water supply, which
(Effective December 1, 1904.)
was from a tank some distance from
mo. 720 leaves santa Fe at 9:40 a. m.
the hotel, had been cut off. Investiga- to connect with No. 2 east bound, with
tions are now being made to discover connection from El Paso and Southern
the guilty party.
California, returning, arrive at Santa
Fe at 11:50 a. m.
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 4 : 10 p.m.,
NAVAH0 HOSPITAL
to connect with Nc. 1, west bound, for
AT JEWETT COMPLETED Southern California, returning arrive at
Santa Fe at 6:15 p. m.
no. 724 leaves santa Fe at 7:10 p. m.,
Bids Are Being Asked for the Sinkin(j
to connect with No. 7, westbound
of an Artesian Well at the
for
San Francisco and Northern California
Agency.
,

IRRIGATION

JACK FROST IS HERE !

flFF,CE5arfi.M..

Hear

:

$

! !

YARD

COAL

Telephone

600CH LOSING HIS MIND.
No. IS,

County Murderer , Awaiting
Trial Shows Many Signs of

A Grant

Insanity.
B. P. Gooch, who was recently
brought to Silver City from the state
of Washington for the murder of a
Grant County man named Ross, is los
ing his mind apparently in the Grant
County jail. He had been a religious
fanatic and his mind seems to be seriously affected. However, he is as do
cile as a child but manifests no inter
est in anything that is going on around
him. The guards must tell him to un
dress at bed time and to do things of
like nature.

J. WEINBERGER
BOVTH SXSB PLAZa, SJLSTTJL

MEXICO,

3P3B.

Our Motto is to Sell the Best

-

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
For the Least Possible Money

Buy your

Family Trade Solicited.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone No. 94.

LUMBER - SASH " DOORS
All Kinds of Building Material.
CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Hani Everything

Phone 35, Santa Fe.

that Is Movable.

Branch Office and Yards, Cerrillos, N.

M

REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS
11

HEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO

Dealers,

Santa Fe.

N. M.

ARRESTED IN EL PASO.

Agent for Prof. Pouonj's Moaatsia Sage Malt Toalc

An Eddy County Cowboy Taken Back
Co Carlsbad on the Charge of Cat-

tle Stealing.

$

Ira Wheales, a cowboy, was arrest

TELEPHONE SO. 9.

We make a Specialty of conveying tourists to

returning, arrive at Santa Fe at

all points or

interest in and near the City

Universal Typewriter Book
for

Typewritten Book Records
Any operator can make the records on any standard
typewriter, and insert them as finished, in a regularly
bound book, (not a file). No special machine required
for Book Records. Extraction or substitution of sheets
practically impossible.

Convenient

Simple

Secure

Used for keeping Typewritten Records by the Library of
Congress, U. S. Patent Office, New York Life Ins. Co..
many County Clerks and Surrogates and a host ot oinera.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

W CKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT, i645Champa St., DENVER, Colo
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO,. Dealers. Santa Fe. N. M.

ed at El Paso by Police Officer Ry- nerson, upon instructions from Sheriff
Cicero Stewart of Eddy County. Sheriff Stewart yesterday took the prison
er to Carlsbad where he is wanted on
the charge of cattle stealing. The evi
dence against him, however, is entirely

circumstantial.

IN CONNECTION

WITH THE

Rock Island System
RUNS

9:80

m.
No. 726 leaves Santa Fe at 9:35 p. m.,
to connect with No. 8, east bound, from
San Francisco and Northern California,
returning, arrive at Santa Fe at 11:45
m.
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
Now
Chicago,
daily between
Los Angeles and San Francisco. This
train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40
East- m., Monday and Thursday.
bound, at 2:02 a. m., Wednesday and
Saturday. No connection with these
Santa Fe, except
trains from
that passengers arriving on No. 8,
west bound, can reach Santa Fe at 11:50
m. on No. 2's connection.
All of above trains run through solid
from Chicago to California and carry
through Pullman and tourists sleepers
except California Limited, which car
ries Standard Sleepers only.
Through sleeping car reservation ar
ranged for on application.
City Ticket Office:
CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
H. a LUTZ. AOENT.

2--DAI-

TRAIWS--- 2

LY

TO

Kansas City and Chicago
"GOLDEN STATE LIMITED"
Is Finest Train in Transcontinental Service.
fe

'BEST MEALS

ON

WHEELS"

"ASK THE TICKET AGENT."
H. HEALY,

s

Passenger Agent, El Paso, Texas.

A. N. BROWN, G. P. A.

HE New Mexican 'Printing Company has the

best rxxjkbindery in the Southwest and the only
modern bindery in New Mexico. It turns out
Sanf a Fe Central RaiTy
s,
superior blank-book-s,
journals and ledroasts
t.sjbxj:e:
Effective Sunday, Ooctober 4, 1903.
of
gers, and also loose-le- af
ledgers and blank-booNorth Bound
outh Bound
first-claall descriptions. The work done by it is
No 2 Mi
Stations.'
Alti No 1
2.
Lve. Santa Fe... Arr!
p and at very low rates.
Bankers and merchants in
..Donaoiana..
6,650 1.45 p
an n
u'.to
.Tecra Blanca.
6.400
an
12.30 p
n New Mexico should not send their book
...Kennedy...
bmdin;
12.45 p
12.10 p
Clark....
11.25
a
6,370
l.aa p
....Stanley......
n
6,250 10.55 a WOTk out of the
...Moriarty
territory, but should patronize this
2 25 p
6,175 10 85 a
...Mcintosh..
3.00 p
6,140 10.05 a
...Eitaneia...
9
n
9.30 a
....WUlard...
home manufacturing institution.
4 03 p
9.00 a very deserving
..Proareaso..
8.40
.... Biauoa...
a
6,285
5.00 p
Arr ...Torranee.. Lvel 6.475 3.00
The Job Department of tkb Company as the
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with most completely furnished in the Southwest
ctuTying
the Denver ft Rio Grande R. R. for all
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Mon- all the latest faces of type. ' Any job, from a business
tana, Washington and the Great North
card to a thousand-pag- e
book, can be turned out
Connecting at Torrance, N. M., with
the El
System for with equal first-claworkoamE&x This departKansas City, Chicago, St Louis and all
points east and for El Paso, Texas and ment can not but meet the rirmanrti of the most
all points in Southern New Mexico,
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico. fastidious, and should receive the support of
evcty
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
points east and west on the Atchison, businessman in New Mexico. The privilege of a
Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway.
For rates and information address bid is earnestly solicited.
cash-book-

ks

ss

OU

7,0001
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1

6,0501
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The McMillan

BJ2

MONERO COAL

A. T. & S. F, Depot

Goods-Her- e.

CHARLES W. DUDROVV.

11

IkfinVH
CAPITOL

3

PROPOSITION.

The hospital at the new Navaho
Agency at Jewett, San Juan County,
has been completed. Bids have been
asked for the drilling of an artesian
OUR PATRONS DO NOT MIND HIM. ..
well. The work upon the main school
THEY ARE SUPPLIED WITH OUR FIRST CLASS
buildings, however, has been post
t
poned until warmer weather, when a
large force of men will be put to work
so that the buildings can be complet
Why depend on the 'Burrs Man" for yoar ed by the time that the fall school
wood when yon can have it when you want II
term begins. Considerable work will
Extra an. ana cut to m your stove.
also be done this year in extending
In
Prices
Rea
Kindling
any quantity
the irrigation systems of that part of
sonable RUSH ORDERS RUSHED!
the Navaho Reservation which is in
San Juan County.

CERRILLOS AND

S904.

'

FINE FOOTWEAR FOR ALL!
I

2t,

9

1

IlK

UK

6,1251
,210

.

.

ss

LTVERY

y

CLOSSOirS

STABLES

Our Equipment and stock
are Unexcelled in the West and not Equaled in Santa Fe
-

DON CASPAR AVENUE.

COTTON IN ROOSEVELT COUNTY.
A carload of cotton seed from Ok
lahoma, where the boll weevil has not
yet made its appearance, has arrived
at Portales and the seed is being sold
to the farmers at cost. An extensive
area of the county will be planted in

cotton this spring.

Call on the New Mexican Printing
Company for engraved visiting cards.

:

B. W. ROB BINS,
General Passenger Agent
8anta Fe, N. M.

3T
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, January 21, J 904.
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SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN

SAN

I

3

FRANCISCO

ST.

SANTA FE, N. M.

and 2Retall

"SXTliolesale

DRY

SEE HERE, HARRY!

It's just like this:

have tried all the Cloth-inStores in town and have last settled
down on SALWON & ABOUSLEMAN. The
suit I get there is always sure to be stylish
and of good material. Everything about it
is right in every way. Now go around town
and see for yourself, and 1 will wager you a
good cigar that you can't beat
I

SALMON

g

&

eK

Telephone 26.

S.KaunefeCo

i&

1

: PERSONAL
tt tt tt it it

1

i
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Seiigman Bros. Co.
Announce That Their
JANUARY WHITE 600DS SALE
Will Commence
MONDAY, JANUARY 4, 1904,
InOrdet to Make Room for Our New
Line of White Goods Which Will
Arrive Shortly, We Will Close Out
Off Stock of White Goods at One
Third Less Than Usual Values.

SUPREME COURT.

on a $10.00. $12.50 or $16.00 suit of clothing. Try it, and you will be convinced.

INCORPORATED 1903

ESTABLISHED I856

TERRITORIAL

ABOUSLEMAN

San Francisco St.

morning via the Santa Fe for Chicago
were Mrs. Taylor, who is quite ill, will
remain for sometime with relatives
while Mr. Taylor will attend to business connected with the various mining companies, which he is managing
in the Bromide: mining district. He
expects to return in about a month.
Frank S. Chaves of Chaves, San Miguel County, who Is the contestant in
the case of Frank S. Chaves versus
Jose S. Lsquibel, involving the asses-sorshi- p
of San Miguel County is in the
city attending to business and visiting relatives. Mr. Chaves reports that
cattle and sheep in his section are in
good condition and that no losses of
consequence have so far occurred, but
that snow is very much needed.

Chief Justice W. J. Mills and Asso
ciate Justices John R. McFie, Frank
W. Parker, B. S. Baker, and W. H.
Pope were on the bench this morning
when the territorial Supreme Court
opened. Case No. 1034, Raymond R.
Ripley, et als., plaintiffs, and appellees, vs. the Cochiti Gold Mining Com
pany, defendant, and American Engineering Works, interveners and ap
pellant, was argued and submitted
this morning. The case is an appeal
from the District Court of Bernalillo
County.
Case No. 934, Territory, ex rel., E. J.
McLean & Company, appellants, vs.
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
Company, appellee, was argued and
submitted this forenoon. The case is
an appeal from the District Court of
Santa Fe County.

Charles Carter of Taos was among
the passengers for the north this
morning.
Governor Otero left last evening for
Albuquerque to look after personal
business affairs.
WHOLESALE AJVD RETAIL DhY GOODS.
County Commissioner Nicolas Quin-tan- a
is in town from Pojoaque, purPHONE NO. 36.
P. O. BOX Z19.
chasing supplies.
Mrs. Solomon Luna of Los Lunas, is
CUSTOM HOUSE CHANGE.
spending a few days with her mother,
Mrs. M. It. Otero in Albuquerque.
John H. Wright, a commercial trav- An Expert Drawn Work Appraiser to
eler of St. Louis is interviewing cusHelp J. D. Hughes Smuggled
Goods Sold.
tomers in the city.
IS HEADQUARTERS;
OUR
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Gallsteo merFOR
F.
Collector
of Customs Patrick
chant and sheep raiser, is attending to
William
week
this
Garrett,
appointed
in
business the Capital today.
E. Sharp to the position of inspector
C. G. Kaadt left this morning for El
and
examiner for the port of El Paso
Paso and Mexico to purchase curios
at an annual salary of $1,500. The ap
and drawn work for his business.
pointment, however, is only temporary
Mrs. W. B. Childers returned yester- until. Mr. Sharp, who is one of the
day to Albuquerque from a visit to her most expert drawn work appraisers in
sister Miss Lay, at Richmond, Vir- the United States, can take the civil
ginia.
service examination.
J. D. Hughes
Charles A. Scheurich, the Bland mer- will continue in his place as inspector
chant, after a visit of several days in and appraiser but will devote his at
Three Good Things For
this city left this morning overland tention to classes other than drawn
for his home.
work.
COLD WINDS, COLD FEET
A wagon, horses, beef, revolver and
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Bailey have re
AND COLD IN THE HEAD
turned to the city from Cerrillos where shot gun seized by the custom house
officials
and
at
El
Paso
Giron
from
they attended the funeral of little
230 SAN
Garcia, of New Mexico, were sold at
Francis Harney.
for
The
FRANCISCO
week
this
auction
$107.
ST
public
John H. Knaebel, Esq., formerly of
Santa Fe, now ah attorney in Denver, property was seized while being smug
gled over the boundary some distance
;is inri the city on legal business before,
" '
above El Paso..,
me supreme vuri, .
,
t.
.'1..
Elijio Gomez; road supervisor for
the San Ildefonso precinct is in town
KINDNESS APPRECIATED.
today and filed his official bond with
the probate clerk of the county.
Resolutions of Thanks for General
F. S. DAVIS, President jt jx s.u. caki wkiuhi, 2ecy and ireas.
The betrothal is announced of Miss
Manager W. R. Martin of El Paso
Victoriana Labadie, adopted daughter
& Northeastern.
of Tranquilino Labadie of Manzano,
The Order of Railroad Conductors
D
Valencia County, and Benigno Baca.
has adopted formal resolutions of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Clancy ar- thanks to General Manager W. R. MarNo. 250 San Francisco Street.
O
i.1
TWT.i.1
T
rived on the noon train from Albu- l!
No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
querque. Mr. Clancy will be here sev- Raiiwav because he recentiv orovided Grocerv Telephone
to
Mrs.
eral days on Supreme Court business. special and free transportation
the imported being riper and therefore-morHEALTH FOOD.
Jesse Vineyard of Alamogordo, in orhighly colored, and many think,
Eugenio Romero, treasurer and
Tn these davs of fad foods of one sort
finer flavored for that reason. Both
collector of San Miguel County, der that she' might go to her dying or another there is much more attention these
brands will be found excellent
01
after attending to business here yester- - husband at El Paso.
paid to the puritv and beaitmumess
the higher priced being a better
value,
few
was
a
there
than
food products
day left last night for his home in the
selection of fruit and in a heavier syrup
have
states
the
of
vears ago. Many
Meadow City. ,
MEAT MARKET
what are known as pure food laws
Hon. Malaquias Martinez of Taos,
the use
Have you used our boiled ham? We
to
are
prevent
which
designed
SchilI
who spent the forepart of the week
Money back says: am
nf nnifis. artificial colors, and preserva- -- get it from Denver. The new packing
here was amongst the passengers for
hives
I
of the various sorts in food pro- house there is surely turning out fine
and
;
am
true
Best
good
linp;'s
Tn nvar tn mnAt.thn demand for goods, and boiled hams are a
the north this morning via the Denver
specialty
& Rio Grande.
and as fine as is worth while foods which might pass muster in any wah them; all the difference In the
world
01 an in the flavor.
fill
the
and
state
requirements
Tomorrow Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Black if
Denver made young pig sausage, put
you don t think so, your laws however onerous FERNDELL
well of Raton will celebrate their silwere up in lib boxes is something
to make
PRODUCTS
FOOD
PURE
back
hands
your nlaced on the market;, uoin me umuu- one's mouth water.
ver wedding anniversary and arrange- grocer
you
ments have been made for a joyous
All sorts of sausage, high grade hams
facturers and we guarantee them all
money.
celebration of the event.
and several to be absolutely pure 10 and bacon, salt and pickled meats as
contain no adulterant of any kind and well as Denver killed meat and the best
Gherson Gusdorf of Taos, wool mer
no artificial color or other foreign subs- selections of native mutton and veal,
In
Your
Insure
chant who has been In town since
Property
of any kind. Not only this but spare ribs, pork loins, brains etc. Give
tance
ORIENT INSURANCE CO., HARTFORD.
Monday on personal business returned
each in Its class the very best our market a trial and come to look at
are
they
to his northern home on this morn
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent. .
to be obtained In any part of the coun us once in a while It will do your aping's Denver & Rio Grande train.
petite good. It will pay you to inspect the
irom
Telephone 71,
try. The corn comesconceded
to be the sanitary surroundings of your market
cause Maine corn Is
Miss M. E. Dissette, supervising
sap now and then, as a measure of precauthe
teacher of the Pueblo Indians, left last
Have you smoked one of those La best put up anywhere; becausemaple
all are tion.
Canada,
from
comes
for
from
where
Elmo
evening
Albuquerque
Flor de Mexico cigars at the St.
PANKAKES
united In the belief that the Canadian
she will visit several pueblos in the Club. Only a nickel.
If you wish pancakes such as mother
fnra.t.1 nroduce the finest flavored syrup;
southern district.
of the used to make or
the other varieties from all parts
possibly a little
you try RALSTON PANKAKE FLOURbetter
Insure Your Property In
Dr. Walter Hall of Burlington, New
world for similar reasons. When best
the
It makes.dellcious cakes with the miniFIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA.
Jersey, who is on a tour through the
buy FJ5RNDBM you buy
mum of labor and care.
and buy It pure.
west is spending a few days in the
.
H. N WILLCOX, Agent.
2ft packages only 15cts. Always use
FINEAJfJJve.
SINGAPORE
Capital. He came here for health and
71.
Telephone
Ferndell or Old Settler's maple
sap with
for a rest and has already noticed a
rwino- tha nast few years there has
them, to insure the best results.
change for the better.
If you want to enjoy a good smoke, bee
H. B. Holt, Esq., secretary of the Inhale the fragrance of one of those
brands. The Sul- board of regents of the College of Agri flve cent Mexican cigars ,at the St.
Brand we carry In both Slicesand
tan
culture and Mechanic Arts
Elmo Club.
Grated at 85c the can. The raw layior
Park, who has been attending to cases
Brown Brand we have only la the sliced,
:
in the Supreme Court here during the
Insure Your Property In
at 30c the can. Singapore pineapple
differs from the American proauci,
week returned to his home at Las Cru
MARINE INS. CO.
SPRINGFIELD FIRE
ces this evening.
principally In the ripeness of the iruii;
.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
.
William
Brown
of
Captain
Pittsburg,
Telephone 71.
Pennsylvania, one of the wealthiest of
Pennsylvania iron and steel manufac
;
Cheap Mates to Mm Tor.
turers and a Mason of national promt
nence, passed L,amy yesterday on a The Mexican Central has' recently
special car. He was accompanied by placed on sale tickets to New York and
a party of friends.
return coins: via the Mexican Central
J. S. vANDeLARIO,
Rev. F. W. Fischer, pastor of the to either Vera Cru or Tamplco; thence
301 and 303 San Francisco
Lead Avenue Methodist Church at Al- Via the famous Ward Steamship Line
buquerque, and who has many friends to New York. The return will be by
in Santa Fe, has been transferred to rail over any line to El Paso. The enSioux City, Iowa, the pastor of the tire trip covering thousands of miles,
FOR INDIAN BASKETRY
Sioux City church, Rev. M. Fisher, can be made for (122.60. A more deAvenue
Lead
in
ex
the
as
pulpit
taking
stop
lightful trip cannot be planned
change.
over privileges are allowed and the ticWholesale asi Retail Dealers Is
Judge C. C. Holbrook of the Twelfth kets are good for one year from the
Judicial District Court, of Colorado, date of sale. The trip Includes the City
was in the Capital yesterday on legal
the "Paris of America,"
business. Judge Holbrook is a person of Mexico,Cuba, and Its famous
Moro
Havana,
al friend of Judge A. J. Abbott, who
The best place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and
dozen of the
a
and
Castle,
Newport
and
took him around the city
showed
Mexican Pottery, Belles from the Cliff Dwellings,
United States.
him the points of interest in the Capi- largest cities of the
can
be
secured
Information
by
, Indian Baskets, tn fact all sorts of Curios of Indian
tal. Judge Holbrook has been on the Further
C.
S.
R.
W.
Mead,
Hudson,
addressing
and Maxlcaa make can be found at Oar Store S
bench of the Twelfth Judicial District
general passenger agent, or W. D.
of Colorado for thirteen years.
:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Taylor of Murdoch, assistant general passenger P. O. BOX 340
:
SANTA FE N M'
Tusas, Rio Arriba County, left this agent
.
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COFFEE

MONARCH

The very hsst grade of Mocha
and Java obtainable, admirably
blended, 75c a 2 lb can.
--

RICHELLIEoToNARCH

and

BLUE LABEL CANNED VEGE-

TABLES and FRUITS

Try a can of Blue Label Baby
Limas, or a can of Ricdellieu Asparagus tips or a jar of Monarch
jam.
NEW YORK STATE BUCKWHEAT

Another fresh shipment just in.
See to it that you get some of this
lot.
PRIMROSE andBELLE SPRINGS
BUTTER,
ESPANOLA

w

H

I

HONEY

SCUDDERS CANADA MAPLE

C AO

SYRUP

STORE

Chamois Vests and Jackets

Iot

,

Water Bottles and
Paracaitiph

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

Remember the Name

t

"

fim : CflSlJ : STORE
In the Catron Block.

0

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

&

Dry Goods. Motions, Hats, Caps, Shoes, Boots,

Silk Shawls. Millinery, Fascinators, Gents' Furnishing Goods, also Trunks and Valises.
will close out Men's Caps at 35 cents each.
1

I want your business.

I will see to it that

you are satisfied with us.

CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

JOHN KOURY
I

INCORPORATED!

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GITKN tfjUL ORDKB8.

SANTA

KuESTtt
B nfe. to.

Jg

I

ST.UWI.

xd. IMJE5TIC
nFE.ca
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I
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MAJESTIC
RANGE
In your home will be
source of much comfort
to your wife. They are

THE
VERY BEST
MADE
THE GREAT MAJESTIC

C ARTWRIGHT--

D

AVIS CO.

TTM

j....

.

-

FE, N. MJ

THE GREAT MAJESTI?

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers

SOLD BY THE

Wi A. McKEWZSE
tyarilwar e Store.

1

TSJE

:

OLD

:

Flavor,
Health,
Economy.

CURIO : STORE
Prop.

Street.

RAFFIA, REEDS, BEADS
exican and Indian Curios

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, January

J. P. VICTORY

SPECIL

J
OF COUNCIL J

Attorney at Law and

Disposition of Fort Marcy Reservation
Discussed at Length by City

Deal Estate Agent

jt jt jt j jt
Take

MEETI116

,

MINOR CITY TOPICS

2it 1904.

Don't Slip Up.
Out an Accident I olicy In

the

PACIFIC MUTUAL,

rt. N. Wit LCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

JKjtMjijtjtjtJtjitjijtjltjtjt
Train No. on the Santa Fe was an
1

5

Ireland's Pharmacy
For

Headquarter's
hour and a half late this afternoon.
REMEMBER WHO DOfcS IT.
Fathers.
Leave word at Blain's Bazar- and I
W. J. McPherson, city treasurer, reports the city schools fund to be in will call at your house or office and
112 Sso Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N, M.
Mayor I. Sparks presided at the good condition, showing a balance in repair your watches,
locks, sewing
REAL ESTATE LOANS.
special meeting of the council in the the bank of $1,838.03.
machines and typewriter. All work
council
chamber last evening. The
Money to loan upon real estate secur-t- y
The funeral of Vicentita Rael, the strictly firstclass.
mayor made a lengthy address in fav- eight
on easy terms.
GOLDIE CHAPMAN.
year old girl who died Wednesor of turning the Fort Marcy ReservaHOMES.
tion over to the Board of Education day evening took place today, the reGOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS.
mains being interred in Rosario
I have a nice cottage (double) six with the exception of the
The Burlington Route has recently
ground and
rooms on one side, 4 on the other;
property now used for the Governor's
issued a
booklet bearing the
owner occupies 4 rooms and the rest mansion.
The tuneral of Matianita Vigil, the
He said that these were
"Mines and Mining in the Black
rent for 25 a month; good neighbor- the conditions under which the Presi- seven month old child of Seferino title
Hills."
hood; ample space to erect other buil- dent transferred the property to the Vigil and Margarita Montoya was held
THE OLDEST DRUG HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
The book is one which should be
from
the
Cathedral
Burthis
same
and
on
stables
street;
morning.
dings
city and he hoped that the council ial in Rosario
read
Coloman
in
every
by
mining
Cemtery.
other outbuildings; the price asked is would uphold him in the matter.
rado. It gives more information about
The funeral of Mrs. Josefa Padilla
Councilman Fischer
very low.
objected to
the mines of the Black Hills than has
de
Sandoval took place this morning ever
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on turning the property over to the Board
before been placed between two
He and was largely attended. Mass was covers. A copy will be mailed free
Manhattan avenue, one a new stone of Education unconditionally.
said
in
the
Cathedral
Anto
wanted
it transferred
the board upby Father
house with all modern improvement1;;
on application to the undersigned,
tonio Fourchegu and burial was made
the other an adobe-brichouse, 7 on the condition that it' be sold at at Rosario
The Black Hills need Colorado men
Cemetery.
rooms; fruit and vegetable garden; once and the proceeds used for school
and money. Several of the shrewdest
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Renehan have men
in this state have already invent
city water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice purposes.
FULL LINK OF-Councilman Sena wanted the proper- taken possession of their new resi
Maaafeatarar of
fruit trees; currant and raspberry
ed heavily in the Hills. The results l
to
over
the
turned
Board
Educaon
of
dence
ty
Palace
Avenue.
is
It
first
the
SO
stone
265
The
lot
feet.
so
have
far
bushes;
by
been more than satisfac
tion only upon the condition that it be home in Santa Fe that is built in
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
house will be rented.
tory. The completion of the Bulling,
once
at
sold
and
ish
or
the
used
for
Mission
money
and
as
outside
style
"
new
to
line
ton's
the
Northwest
brings
ORCHARDS.
school purposes. He is not in favor of well as in the interior, it is one of the
SILVERWARE,
the Black Hills within a night's ride
I also have a fruit ranch in a high holding it and paying for the neces- prettiest houses in the city.
of Denver. You can leave Denver toALL KIHD6 OF DMMNI OT
atate of cultivation, in the suburbs, sary repairs. He also favors selling
The Santa Fe bowling team will
night and be in Deadwood or L'3ad Filigree Fob Chains,
whole
the
and
property
with a building ... site overlooking the
putting up a leave on Sunday morning for Las Ve- City
tomorrow afternoon.
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there la school house in each ward.
gas where it will play the Las Vegas
Filigree Neck Chains,
G. W. VALLERY,
Councilman
Dudrow
Mr.
with
agreed
team. H. S. Lutz, agent of the Santa
an artificial reservoir, the only one of
Gen'l
Den
Agent,
Burlington
Route,
Sena.
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
He
would
to
like
see
the resere Railroad, ,has secured a rate of
Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more in ' O f
ver, Colo.
J over
nA
mm
lu
"
"u
Filigree Brooch Pins.
$4.20 for the round trip for the occadepth, holding over 125,000 gallona of !'
of Nation, the quicker sion. This rate
to
from
one
any
applies
Filigree Bracelets,
water, constantly replenished,
OUR Facilities are complete for the
wishing to accompany the team.
which the whole place can
Filigree Card Cases,
The mayor again made
of Book, Pamphin
prompt
production
The Santa 'e Water and Light Comdaily during the summer and wMcJ wWch he calmed
and
General
let,
PrintCatalogues,
pany has placed in the hands of J. P.
could be stocked with fish.
by ft unanimous vote agreed tQ
ing and Binding. We do only the Best South Side Plaza
Santa Fe
eswell
the
known
real
Victory,
Esq.,
contains many nuiiuieua ui j
tne Dr0nprtv nvpr tn thp Board of tate
of work and solicit the busigrades
the
varietracts
of
land
agent,
outlying
of the finest and most valuable
ness of firms and individuals desiring
Education.
owned
it, including the farm south
ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums,
above the ordinary" at
George W. Armijo, vice president of of the by
"something
Indian School, house and lot
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
apricots, cherries and other fruits, the the Board of Education, then asked near
Fresh Fruits in Season!
simply a consistent rate for the charthe
Indian
the
house
gas
of work wi turn out.
acter
greater part of which already bear; a permission to address the council. He property and allSchool,
its landed property
All orders promptly attended to, and
young bearing vineyard, thousands of said he felt certain that he voiced the north of the
gas house, to be sold.
bushes of currants and other small sentiment of the Board of Education
estimates finished on application.
Manager W. H. Fritchman of the
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
fruits; extensive beds of asparagus, in saying that it had no desire what- Water
and Light Company informed
To
to
ever
fine
have
the
The
board
and
other
vegetables.
property.
rhubarb,
the New Mexican this afternoon that
be sold on easy terms, and for much merely wants the money to build on
account of the bursting of several
111
school
of
as
houses
soon
as possible. The
health
less than it cost, owing to
boiler flues, the electric lights will not
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
of
the
reservation
question
disposal
owner.
the
be turned on until a late hour this eve
has nothing to do with it.
CHURCHES.
CUT FLOWERS A
Councilman
to ning. It may be 9 o'clock before the
Dudrow
wanted
will be sufficiently repaired
I am authorized to dispose of the Con know what is being done in regard to I machinery
to be in shape for use. The consum
o7Wiss cTWugler
WEDDING BOUQUETS
DECORATIONS
gregational Church, on the south side, numbering the houses. He asserted ers of electric
lights will therefore
tnnt to the contemplated Union that A. M. Dettlebach is not attending
due
take
notice and govern them
FLORAL DESIGNS
will to it. The mayor said that Dettlebach
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and
selves accordingly.
BARGAINS! BARGAINC!
ho sold hpan. or the buildine will be promised to have all houses numbered
P. O. Box 457
Telephone No. 12
j0
Probate Clerk Celso Lopez today re
by the first of February.
Millinery at and below cost. Must
repaired and leased to responsible par
It was moved by Councilman Sena corded the following patents: United make room for the coming
spring
.
ties.
N
NE
and seconded by Councilman Fischer States to Juan Pena, N
of
assortment
Best
materials
goods.
OTHERS.
9 N, R 12 E
NW
section 21,
THERE ARE
that the owners of the Cienega prop
for embroidery always ou hand.
Several small houses, some stone, erty on Palace Avenue be directed to containing 1G0 acres in Santa Fesome brick, others frame, upon my bring their fence in line with the other County; also United States to AmbroPino W
SE
and lots 5 and
books, which I would be glad to show properties east of the court house. It sio
Parlors, Southeast Corner of Plaza San Francisco St. Santa Fe, N. M.
6 of section 2, T 12 N, R 9 E, containan Intended purchaser. They are de was so ordered.
SANTA FF,, N. M.
145
acres
in
Fe
Santa
It was moved by Councilman Sena ing
County.
It will pay you to see me before you buy anything in the
sirably situated, . and will be sold
to
United
States
Ambrosio
SE
Pena
fcouncllman
and
Fischer
seconded
by
cheap.
SW
section 33, T 15 N, R 9 E,
Furniture line. I will furnish your house complete from
that the old adobe building south of
PLAZA PROPERTY.
the Palace Hotel on the Spiegelberg containing 40 acres in Santa Fe
kitchen to garret on easy payments. Liberal discounts wi!
' To those wishing to catch the cream property be ordered torn down. So County.
blocks
can
offer
I
estate
De made to cash customers
'
ordered.
of Plaza 'real
at figures that will double themselves Council ordered the city marshal to U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
All goods delivered free.
in less than; three years.
carry out the ordinance in regard to
Forecast for New Mexico: Generally
was
also fair
stray animals. The marshal
We Handle the Famous
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
tonight and Friday; warmer weath
'
instructed to notify Messrs. Kaadt, er Friday.
I have several business blocks for
"QUICK MEAL" STEEL RANGE.
Gold and Candelario to stop hanging
tnermometer
the
some
Yesterday
of
registered
mart
o
trade,
this great
sale
The name tells the story of ita conblankets across the side walks in as follows: Maximum temperature, 36
of them producing more than eign. front of their stores.
venience. It looks well, it cooka well,
3:00 p. ni. minimum, 16 The Greatest of All Down
at
degrees,
it bakes well and it lasts well, and then,
per cent, net, on purchase price asked.
It was moved by Councilman Sena degrees, ai G:30 a. m. The mean
it costs but a little more than one of the
24
20
was
for
de
the
hours
LIVERYMEN.
IMPORTANT TO
and seconded by Councilman Castillo, temperature
East
Plays
kinds. Eight in construction!
inferior
48
Relative
cent.
grees.
per
humidity,
I can sell you the finest and best that Mrs. C. H. Gildersleeve and ex- ornamentation, right in operia
6:00 a. m. today, .Hi
at
right
Temperature
to
L.
B.
be
Prince
ordered
Governor
symmetrical, handsome ana
ation,
equipped livery stable in the Terridegrees.
in front of
strong. It has Duplex Orates, baltory at tworthirds of its real value; put down brick pavements
anced Oven Door, heavily braced, non
Includes fee of land and commodious their properties on Palace Avenue im
STOCK MARKETS.
warpable Oven Bottom; Rivettest
brick barn, together with the good will mediately.
21.
New
cross
69
to
Sheets, smooth and bright as a mirror
Atchison
Jan.
down
Council
' of a
York,
put
30
agreed
horses,
flourishing business,
York
New
compose its body. Merit has brought
90;
at
Burro
on
San
Street
Central,
pfd.,
Francisco
120;
buss, hack-- -, picnic wagon, buggies, ings
the
'(Juick Meal" to the front an
Southern
Pacific,
Pennsylvania,
for
with pipes
131;
and all the other vehicles that go to Alley and pavement Don
it there.
Union
U.
keeps
Pacific,
91;
pfd.,
at the new
Gaspar Ave 50;
make up an
S. Steel, 11; pfd., 58.
livery barn, and drainage
nue
bridge.
all Practically new. Good excuse for
3ST
It was moved by Councilman Fisch
WOOL MARKET.
sale; In a live and growing city.
Councilman Sena
seconded
er
and
by
CO
Write tot particulars.
St. Louis, Mo., January 21 Wool,
With the Famous Original Cast
that the city engineer be ordered to
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
make a map of the Fort Marcy Reser nominal, unchanged.
Including
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
Territory and western medium, 18
as "Old Jed" &
CRAIG
I"bave several other commercial and vation and submit same to council at
ROBERT
fine
16
16.
19;
17; fine: 15
medium,
Chinaware, Glassware, Pietvre Frames and Moldings Stoves and Range
business propositions to submit those de its next meeting. So ordered.
HARRY M. MORSE "Zeb Hardy"
sirimr to enter mercautile life and to
Goods Bold on Easy Payments
frames Made to Order
It was moved by Councilman Fisch
grow up with the new era of prosperity er and seconded by Councilman Alarid
MARKET
at
Ireland's
REPORT,
Pharmacy
75c.
$1.00
and
Tickets
wun me oanu re tcu that all persons occupying houses on
now coming-itral Railway.
the Fort Marcy Reservation be com
MONEY AND METAL.
""! OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
WAGjVER
pelled to pay rent commencing Febru
New
Jan. 31. Monevoncall IN WHICH COMPANY DO YOU WISH
York,
1.
So ordered.
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rock ary
s
mercan
cent.
easy
Prime
per
The question of the disposition of
TO CARRY YOUR INSURANCE?
Isiand road, I can sell you about 640
"Licensed Embalmer,"
5. Silver 56.
paper 4)'
was left tileNew
Reservation
Fort
the
Marcy
'5.
".fu
excellent
21.
Lead 84.63
Jan.
grazing
acres; patented;
York,
undecided when council adjourned.
In the one which will bring you the
land.
copper unchanged.
GRAIN.
conConvenient to Las Vegas, I have for
largest dividends, of course. The
Insure Your Property In
21.
Jan.
Wheat
Close
10. ,
Chicago,
San Francisco Street.
aale several large tracts of desirable
Telephone
scientious, conservative management
LONDON & LANCASHIRE FIRE INS. CO.
93; July, 83rf.
''
May, 91K
Calls Answered from residence Telephone No. i.
Night
land which I am permitted to sell at
ahe-49
3
50,
H.
Corn,
Jan.,
May,
N, WILLCOX, Agent.
d
which has placed the Equitable
very low figure. One tract contains
.
Oats, Jan., 39; May, 41 )
Telephone 71.
is
all
your
other
of
the
bout 3,600 acres, and is located about
Companies
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
miles southwest of
three and one-ha- lf
TAILORING.
guarantee for the best dividends. More
Jan. S13 00; May, 813.27.
Pork,
Las Vegas; nearly all of it is under
DO
87.25.
Lard,
is
Jan.,
May,
the
$7.02;
out to policy holdMuralter,
tailor,
headquarters
fence; good grazing and water for for fine fall and winter suits, latest
Bibs, Jan., Sd.37; May, $6.70
72B than $33,000,000 paid
stock; some timber. Another tract of patterns, from $30 np. Also a large
ers last year. More than $40,000,000 of
8T0CK.
If So Try the New Cuisine at the
50 acres, 7 miles from
Lab Vegas; line of
of
Brothers'
new Insurance written.
Murphy
samples
31. Cattle
Kansas
Mo.,
Jan.
City,
timber and grazing, with an excellent line, fine business suits from $17 up, market,
100
Fall in line. Take out your policy in
tream of water paasing over it. Still trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special southerns.receipts, 5,000 Including
Steady
strong.
another tract of 350 acres of farming, attention is calleu to a fine line of Native steers, 83.60
South
84.65;
84.00; Southern
grazing and timber land, 8 miles west samples and styles of ladies fall and ern steers, 83 00
Short Orders a Specialty.
All the Delicacies of the Season.
f Las Vegas, with running water winter tailor made suits. A call to Cows, 83.00 82.60; native cows and
83.15 (3 $3.50; Stockers and
heifers,
Upon It
inspect our line is earnestly solicited, feeders, 83.00
, It Is' the
83.75; bulls, 83.25
J. W. HUBBS, Manager
Perfect fits guaranteed.
COAL AND TIMBER LAND8.
86.00; western
83.35; calves, 83.75
"GOVERNMENT BONDS"
84.20; western cows
steers, 83.30
I can sell you large tracts of land
81.50
33.30.
Insure Your Property In
suitable for mining coal or the produc
of Life Assurance
market receipts, 8,000 steady to
Sheep
timber.
PALATINE
LONDON.
of
Ltd.
INSURANCE
CO.,
tion
strong.
i
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, AGENT.
$4.40; lambs, $4.65
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES,
Muttons, 83.50
71.
84.30
85.75; Range weathers, 83.25
Telephone
In all parts of the Territory, and
102 Chapelle Street
Santa re! n. M.
Hiwes, 52.50 (8 $4.00.
Cne In Wyoming
21.
market
Jan.
Chicago,
Cattle,
The New Mexican Printing Com
BOOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFUR
receipts, 10,000, slo.
made
has
pany
arrangements
Uood to prime steers, $5.00 & $5.70;
NI8HED.
with the publisher of Money's Digest ooor to medium.
& $4 50: stocker
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in of the New Mexico reports to sell the and feeders. $2. 25$3.50
a .00: cows $1.50
or
en
of
the city.
Single,
all parts
same at the reduced price of $6.50, B4 00; heifers. $2.00 6 84.50; canners,
suite for light housekeeping. Borne of delivered In any part of the Territory. $1.50
8340; bulls, $3.00 & 84.10;
OCTLESALE
them within five minutes walk of This price will hold uood only for a calves, $3.50 & $7.50.
and
14.000.
sheen
Sheen,
receints.
Plaza.
limited time in order to reduce the Iambs stead v.
.
and
Good to choice wethers. $4.00 (3 84.25:
I wll take rleasure in showing stock so as to pay for the publishing
;
DETAIL
$4.00;
prospective Investors desirable bull! of the book.. This price is subject to lair to choice mixed, $3.00
$4.25; native If so, send it to
ins ites in the neighborhood of the withdrawal without t notice, cash to western sheep,ra $3.50
lambs, $4.50
CEALED IN
85.85, western lambs,
Capitol, and in the vicinity of, the accompany each order.
84.25
85.85.
BULGER & WILLIAMS
-

Toilet Articles, Candy and Cigars.

S. SPITZ

DIAMONDS

k

jewelry;
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FRUITS AND FLOWERS

MILLINERY

1

The Clarendon Garden
SPECIALTYte

i

1--

D. S. LOWITZKI I FURNITURE

OPERA

HOUSE

firsHaj), Jan.

21,1

Richard Gulden's

OLD JED

PROUTY

89;

33 W

.A. Xj Xj

TI(E Of AS. 7AGfIER; FURJITUrE

CtjALES

?

46;

YOU

EAT?

THE EQUITABLE

$

I

1 Epsq

';

Does your

WARDROBE

Need repairing?

Presbyterian church, and other localities of the city which in a few years The New Mexican Printing Com
Clean cotton, rags, suitable for mawill be worth double the present (su- pany will do you Jcb work with neat chine purposes are
wanted at the New
-ness and dispatch.
Mexican office, cash paid for same.
ing price
.

Opposite Palace Hotel.

Prices Reasonable.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
,'

.

-

'i!

A

-

FLOUR,

0 0 0

PY,

GRAIR POTATOES,
SALT and SH3SJ

Only Exclusive

Orafloase

In City

I
I
M
'4

Santa FeNew Mexican, Thursday, January 21, JSC4.

6

THE

TERRITORIAL

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
fire-pro-

of

Cafe and Buffet
Everything up to date. First-clas- s
Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men

throughout.

NOTICE OF ELECTION.

How's This?

TOPICS.

We Offer One Hundred Dollars Bernard for
any case "of Catarrh that cannot be cured by

Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F, J. CHKNEY

CO.. Toledo. O.
TAOS COUNTY. '
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
i5
for
the
lust
W. A. Braiden,
years, and believe him
president of the Cheney
perfectly honorable in all business transacCashier Mining Company at Red River, tions
and financially able to carry out any
was married recently to Miss Jose- obligations made by this firm. A
Makvin,
Waj.d no, Kinnan
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
phine Dillon of Belmont, Ohio, the
Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
ceremony taking place at the home of Hall's directly
upon the blood and mucous
acting of
the bride.
the system. Testimonials sent
surfaces
free. Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all
Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
LEONARD WOOD COUNTY.
On Friday of last week. Father
In
Insure Your
Hael-terma-

n

A

Property

1904 January. 1904
The office of the Board of County
of Santa Fe County,
Commissioners
New Mexico.
Bun Hon Tuee Wed Thur Frl Sat
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 4, 1904.
A petition -- having been presented to
the board of county commissioners of
7
4
8
5
3
9
Santa Fe County signed by the requi18
15
14
11 13
10
16
site number of legal voters, in accord
with section 2503, compiled laws of
0
81
19
17 18
83
1897, asking that an election be called
SO
88
87
86
89
4
88
to vote upon the discontinuance of the
town or village of Cerrillos.
31
I
It is hereby ordered that an election
be held in the town of Cerrillos upon
the 10th day of February, 1904, at
SOCIETIES.
which time the legal voters of said
own will cast their votes for or against
Masonic.
the discontinuance of its incorporation.
are
apnamed
The following
persons
MONTEZUMA LODGB
pointed to act as judges and clerks of
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
election which shall be held in the
Boss Griffith,
town, namely,
Regular communication first Monday in
Joe Vergolio, L. G. Jones- ;- judges;
Thomas James, J. O. Kelly, clerks.
each month: at Masonic
Said election is to conform in all reHall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
spects to other municipal elections, except that the returns shall be made to F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
and canvassed by the board of county
commissioners in the same manner as
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
returns are made at general elections
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
in this Territory. The form of. ballot
convocation second Monshall be for the incorporation and
day in each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
against the incorporation.
By order of the board,
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
A. L. KENDALL,
(Signed)
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Chairman.
Attest:
CELSO LOPEZ, Clerk.
SANTA FE COMMANDER Y,
No- - 1. K. T.
Regular
The loose leaf ledgers which are on
fourth Monday in each
sale at the New Mexican office, are I
month at Masonlo Hall at
rapidly growing in favor. It is the best 7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
patent that has been issued and the
savirgr to the business man in not carK. OF P.
rying a book of dead pages is considereconomy
able. For convenience and
and for keeplnjr the book up to the SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2 K. of P.
mark with live accounts only, the loose
Regular meeting every Tuesday
leaf ledger is the best arrangement yet evening at 7:30 o'clock at Castle Hall.
Issued.
Visiting Knights given a cordial welcome.
NOTICE.
J. S. CANDELARIO, C. O.
J. K. STAUFFER, K. R.
Any person or persons in any way
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
tampering with the pipes or wires, extending, adding to or altering the
same without a permit from the com-oan- y
I. O. O. F.
will be prosecuted to the full
of th lfl.w.
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. F.
SANTA FE WATEB AND LIGHT CO. Meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
By W. H. Fritchman, Manager.
Santa Fe. New Mexico. Nov. 27, 1903. Visiting brothers welcome..
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. 0.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
fnsure Your Property in

'

dedicated and blessed a statue
ATLAS ASSURANCE CO.) Ltd.,.LONDON.
at the Roman Catholic chapel at Santa
H. N. VVILLCOX, Agent.
Rosa. The sponsors were: Mr. and
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
Te'cphone 71.
Mrs. Julian Sandoval of San Miguel;
Mr. and Mrs. Placldo B. y Baca and
and Mrs. Crescendo Baca. The PLEASANT AND MOST EFFECTIVE.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building Mr.
T. J. Chambers, Ed .Vindicator, Libceremony was impressive and was witTexas, writes Dec. 25, 1902:
erty,
FRANCISCO
STREET.
concourse
SAN
of
a
nessed
AND
PLAZA
people.
by
large
CORNER
"With pleasure and unsolicited by you,
I bear testimony to the curative power
OTERO COUNTY.
I
Horehound Syrup.
An important water right case is to of Ballard's
S3 be filed in the District Court for Otero have used it in my family and can
affirm it is the most effecCounty in the near future. J. C. Crav- cheerfully
No Catch Game. No Stool Pigeons. No Gift Enterprise.
tive and
pleasantest remedy for
and
left
a
with
ens,
attorney
surveyor
I have ever used."
colds
and
coughs
All Goods Marked In Plain Figures.
Tularosa last week for the Mescalero
Sold by Fischer
and
$1.
50c,
25c,
Indian Agency, to survey and view the
Co.
Drug
to
from
ditch
Tularosa,
the agency
10s GasQ Disccuut Wilt Each Dollars Purcnase.
preparatory to enjoining the agency
Notice for Publication.
and water users below it, from using
water, which is claimed by Tula(Homestead Entry No. 7,233.)
the
FRANCISCO
SAN
A
Department of the Intbbiok.
rosa and those holding water rights
ST., SANTA FE. N. M.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M. Dec. 16, 1903.
under the original grant.
Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his Intention
to
make final proof in support of his claim,
CHAVES COUNTY.
and that said proof will be made before the
cona
Roswell
Fe, M. M.. on
Benjamin Daniels,
Register or Receiver at Santa
27, 1904, viz: John M. Shields for the
tractor, was at Hagerman last week January
19
8.
riw!i of section
north, range
township
to make the preliminary arrangements i east. He names the following witnesses to
residence
his
continuous
upon and
prove
Felix
across
the
a
for building
bridge
cultivation of said land viz Hugh Murray,
River at the latter point.
Leonard Winhoefer, Orin S. Brown, Linus L,
M.
Dr. A. M. King and Miss Maude Shields, all of Perea. N. R.
Manuel
Oteko, Register.
Roswell
were
last
at
married
Hughes
week, in the presence of a few inti- REV. CARLISLE P. p. MARTIN LL.D.
mate friends of the couple. They left Of
Waverly, Texas, writes : "Of a
for points south on a wedding trip, inwhen first arising, I often find
morning,
tending to return to Roswell this week, a troublesome collection of phlegm,
to make their future home.
a cough and is very
which
News has been received at Roswell hard toproduces but a small
dislodge;
quantity
of the death of Mrs. Mary B. Stark- of Ballard's Horehound Syrup will at
died
She
a
resident.
former
weather,
once
it, and the trouble is ovat Marshall, Texas, at the home of her er. Idislodge
know of no medicine that is
J mother, Mrs. Annie Brownrigg. For equal to it, and it is so pleasant to
many years sne was a sunerer irom take. I can most cordially recomconsumption which was the cause of mend it to all persons needing a mediPAC!I
her death. A husband, D. A. Stark- cine for throat or lung trouble." 25c.
weather, and a daughter, survive her. 50c, and $1. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
The Pecos Valley & Northeastern
depot at Roswell was entirely deContest Notice.
stroyed by fire last week. The blaze
Department of the Interior,
was discovered by a woman who hapUnited States Land Office,
pened to pass early in the morning.
Santa Fe, N. M.. January 13. 1904. A suffShe gave an alarm and the fire depart- icient contest affidavit having been filed in
this office by Thomas W. Haiuia. contestant,
NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS AGENCY
ment responded promptly but could against
homestead entry No. 575!), made May
'Mo trouble to answer questions
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
not save the building. Avery Turner, 3. 1900 for the H'A SK, and lots 9 and 10, SecR. Townshio 12 North. Ranore It East, by
vice president and general manager of tion
Telephone 71.
in
which
it
Charles S. Ouderdouk coutestee,
the road, who had arrived at Roswell is alleged that the said Chailes S. Onderdonk
has wholly abandoned said tract: that he has
FAST.. the evening before, was In his private changed
his residence therefrom for more
Dislocated Her Shoulder.
car some distance from the depot and than bix months since nit King said entry
Mrs. Johanna Soderholm, of Fergus
said
is not settled unon and cul
that
THAIJY
was one of the first men to reach the tivated bytract
said party as required by law, said
Minn., fell and dislocated her
scene of the fire. Three cars on a side parties are hereby notified to appear, Falls,
shoulder. She had a surgeon get it
said
evidence
ffer
ond
and
rest
touching
track are being utilized as a temporary alienation at 10 o clock a. m. on February is. back in
place as soon as possible, but
1901, before the register and receiver at s auta
depot.
it was quite sore and pained her very
re. New Mxlco.
The said contettant having, in a proper much. Her son mentioned that he had
affidavit, filed January 13, 1904, set forth facts seen Chamberlain's
OTERO COUNTY.
Pain Balm adver?
which show that after due diligence personal
The eight inch casing for the arte- service
i f this notice cannot be made, it is tised for sprains and soreness, and she
notice
sian well which is being dug at
hereby ordered and directed that such
Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time,
asked him to buy her a bottle of it,
and prooer publication.
has arrived and the drilling be given by dueManue'
R.Otkho, Register.
which he did. It quickly relieved her
Receiver
.
Fkeu
is
down
drill
Mulleh,
ha been resumed. The
and
enabled her to sleep which she had
Direct
connections
made
all
train
for
solid
vestibuled
Tbis handsome
points to a depth of 436 feet where a stratum
not
done
for several days. The son was
Shreve-port North, East and Southeast.
runs through to New Orleans,
A VERY CLOSE. CALL.
of soft material has been reached
so much pleased with the relief it gave
For schedules, rates and other in- which may develop into quicksand.
and St. Louis without change.
"I stuck to my engine, although ev his mother that he has since recomCarries through sleepers Los Angeles formation call on or address.
M. Longwell
of the Sacramento ery joint ached and every nerve was mended it to others. For sale
by all
to Chicago and intermediate points.
Mountain region, moved into the Terri- racked with pain," writes C. W. Bel
druggists.
tory five years ago, accompanied by lamy, a locomotive fireman, of Bur
R. W. CURTIS
his wife and five children. All of his lington, Iowa. "I was weak and pale,
Notice for Publication.
property at that time consisted of a without any appetite and all run down
Southwestern Passenger Agent
of the Ihtehtoh.
and two Texas ponies. Today As I was about to give up, I got a bot
Department
wagon
EL PASO, TEXAS
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan
he owns a substantial house, barns and tie of Electric Bitters, and after tab
Notice is hereby given that the following
B. P. TURNER
50 head of cattle and has an orchard ing it, I felt as well as I ever did in my named settler has filed notice of his intention
T,. O. LEONARD
make final proof in support of his claim,
.
Sen Passenger and Ticket Agent planted which is very promising.
life." Weak, sickly, run down people to
Traveling Passenger Agent
and that said proof will be made before the
EL PASO, TEXAS
The lumber mill at Alamogordo always gain new life, strength, and Register or Receiver
DALLA8, TEXA8
at Santa Fe, N. M., on
1UU4. viz: Alnino Bnciul.stor
closed down for a few days in order vigor from their use. Try them. Sat- the
February 16.
sw!i of section 4, townihin 15. north
that some necessary repairs might be isfastion guaranteed by Fischer Drug range 11 east. He names the following
witnesses to prove his continuous residence
made. Bad water has seriously dam- Co. Price 50 cents.
ur on and cultivation of said land.tiz: Juan
Gonzales y Roibal. Andres Qarcia, Jesus
aged the old flues of the boiler and
Gonzales
y Roibal. Francisco Montoya, all of
new flues will be put in. Thirty car
Glorieta N. M.
loads of logs are on the tracks and the
Manuel R. Otebo, Register.
pond is full," thus insuring a large run
Insure Your Plate Glass In the
when the mill starts again.
J. R. DeMier of Alamogordo, recent
METROPOLITAN INS. CO. .NEW YORK.
Hacks and Vehicles Promptly FurH. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
ly found a bomb in an alley behind
his house. It was about four inches
To obtain any of the valuable
nished for All Occasions
Telephone 71.
long and an inch and a half in diame
articles mentioned free of chakge
First-class
Carefol Drivers for Tourist Parties.
ter, and was made of zinc with a ful This
FROM TERRIBLE DEATH.
Rigs.
is positively no hitch or SAVED
minating cap sunk in one end. Mr.
The family of Mrs. M. L. Bobbitt of
DeMier built a fire around the bomb, scheme as hundreds are prof Bargerton, Tenn., saw her
Parties Conveyed to All Points of Interest in and About
dying and
but either it had been weakened by
Santa Fe. Camping; Parties Furnished With Turnouts
were
to
our
save
offer.
her.
The most
powerless
by
itlng
the weather or was only a good nat-ureskillful physicians and every remedy
choice
of
articlos
Your
tbe
mentioned
and
to
for
failed
it
explode.
joke,
was
used, failed, while consumption
on over 200 other useful household articles.
A man, employed as brakeman
slowly but surely taking her life. In
Ex this terrible hour Dr.
the railroad, with his wife and daugh Dinner and Tea Sets.
TELEPHONE 57.
LOWER SAN FRANCISCO STREET
King's New Dis
ter, were on trial before Justice tension Tables, Couches, Morris Chairs, covery for Consumption turned des
Sil
Boom
add
Chairs,
Dining
O'Reilly in Alamogordo during the Rocking
Watches, Clocks and other pair into joy. The first bottle brought
past week. Charges were preferred' verware, Mantel
Ornaments, Albums, immediate relief and its continued use
against them by two boarding house Jewelry,
Curtains,
Bugs, Talking Ma' completely cured her. It's the most
Carpets,
keepers, of not paying their bills. The chines, Etc., Etc.,
certain cure in the world for all throat
family has moved from one boarding
and lung troubles. Guaranteed bottles
Is
to
Our
OFFER
so
introduce
as
made
OUR
an
house to another leaving
unpaid
is
in
50c and $1. Trial bottles free at Fis
Goods to You and Your Friends.
bill behind them each time and the
cher
Drug Co.
of
man giving different initials at each
Within the next 13 months in order to
introduce our goods and bring them be
place.
Insure Your Property In
You
Otero County has good schools and fore the public we are going to make
ROYAL
INSURANCE CO., LIVERPOOL
following proposition: in orcompetent and efficient teachers of you the cover
H.
N. WILLCOX, Agent.
of
to
the
der
expense
mailing,
which it is jnstly proud. Good salaries
etc., etc., we ask vou to send
Telephone 71.
are paid in all the school districts, the printing,
10 cents in coin and we will mail you
a
Su
month.
$57.27
average being
our Richly Illustrated Catalofue, and our
Notice for Publication.
perintendent Edgington on January 6, No. 1 Copy of the Zonae's Sin; the copy
divided an appropriation of $1,958.16 of the book itself cost 10 cents without
(Homestead Entry No). 4740.).
Dbpa btm t nt or tm Ihthbiob.
street-ca- r
among the seventeen school districts the Catalogue, which Is rlchlv illustratOffice at Santa Fe. 1. M.. Dee. 15. 1903
of the county. There are about 2,388 ed and valued at 15 cents. Now we are Land
Notice is hereby rl.en that the following- children of school age in the county, willing to mail you both books and all named settler has filed notice of his intention
details how to got the Premiums for to make final Drool inauDDort of his claim.
thus giving an average of 82 cents per thecents
On
tn coin. Do not delay as we and that said proof will be made before the
10
at Santa re. New Mexico,
capita.
register or receiver
will only issue a limited number of on
January 25. 1904, via t Thomas W. Ander
V. J. Mustain, foreman of bridges Premiums on this our first offer in
your son for the neU of neU section it. seM of sek
and building, and G. C. Millett, chief section.
seX section 15, township 17 north, rang-n'i
12 east. He names the following witnesses to
Send at once for this offer, da not put nrova
engineer, both of Alamogordo, barely
his continuous residence unon and
escaped serious injury during the past It off but write at once before it is too cultivation or said iana, via: ineoaore u.
The Burlington No. 6 is our crack
women
Mm eon vmasn, Marry s. Arnold,
look
Martin.
and
into
Girls
were
week. They
going toward Carri late Boys,
u. li. Williams, an oi reeos. . u
train for Omaha and Chicago; leaves
zozo on avelocipede when they were this,
niiuuK. umbo, Register,
Denver 4:15 p. m. Another good
overtaken near Oscuro by the Rock LOUIE MANUFACTURING CO.
train leaves 10:35 p. m.
Island Limited' running at the rate of
Insure Your Property In
1033 Chestnut Street
Don't forget our 2:00 p, m. and
50 miles an hour. Both Mustain and
NIAGARA FIRE INS. CO., NEW YORK.
Millett jumped and rolled down the
10:35 p. in. trains for Kansas City and
Philadelphia. Pa.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
high embankment thus escaping serSt. Louis. .,
Telephone 71.
ious injury. The velocipede was
KNO.LISM
CMieMJOTtJ'Sl
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OLDEST IN THE CITY
Livery, Feed & Sale Stable

Seize.

A

This Opportunity

d

JV LOWITZKI.
......

Side-board-

THE Burlington

Chicago

In the

in the heart
the
land within
city.
a few minutes walk of

the principal business
houses and the best

Heart
of

Chicago

hotels. You can board
a
right at
the door for any part
arrival
of the city.
in a large city these
things count.

e

.

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
Q. W. VALLERY, General Agt!

DENVFR
v

CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.i

I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of
each month at Odd Fellows' Hall. Vis
iting patriarchs welcome.

JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
A. O. U.

VV.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. U. W.
Meets every stcond and fourth Wed
nesday at 8 p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
B.

P. O. ELKS.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.B.
Holds its regular session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays of
each month. Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. B. DAVIS. E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially invited.
.

C. L. BISHOP,

Sachem.

A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on nand a quantity of tablets made
from ledger, linen, flat and book papera
which they will close out at 10 cents
per pound. Suitable for school purpose
and buelnessrr.sr., also useful for the
home. Only a limited supply.
A small gasoline engine, new, for
sale by the New Mexican Printing
company. Call or write and get prices.

sVjvjXsVJJSaBBBBJiJiM

f.io;e

TO LOAN!
'

'

"

At the Next Regular Meeting
'

The

BUILDING & LOAN.
ASSOCIATION

MUTUAL

Of SanU Fe
WU1

Receive

BIDS FOR LOANS
H.N. WILLCOX,
-

Secretary.

Office: Catron Block

Up Stairs M

-

Ijlilllliplii
lllnim

a

Insure Your Property
ST. PAUL FIRE

In

MARINE INS. CO.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent

Telephone

71.

FlSt CHICHESTER'S
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-

Try a .New Mexican want "ad."
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bureau has been established at 836
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
IMH Tanlauaiala. twlkr- of Phil P. Hirxhcock, where informa
CfcMaatwPkaajlaalgation will be cleerfully fuizisbtd.
wam .

akatUatlaaa mmi Iattt.
af yaar OraaiuV at mm 4a.
ParaWabw, Tutlaiialill
aatBaHaf jr La4laa at Imr, ky fa.

ttaas.
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Mlal
Paiu.

INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St Louis World's fair information

atm

Santa. F

Filiareo
and
Jewelry lf(j. Co.

KLDen

m

FDEtEL

N.nOKDDAflOrL
wweoewiewejqpsre
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, January 21, 1904.
LOOK AT THE CLOUDS FR0I1 THE TOP
And so see the Silver Lining. Yob can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We go

above them in places.

Mexican Central Railway
With Its Two Thousand Miles of Track
Reaches AH the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.
Address the undersigned for full and reliable Information.
A. DULOHERY,
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,

Commercial Agent, El Paso.

City of Mexico.

BEX BOTHE

B. B. QUICKER

jt

j

When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget jt J

THE

ZEIGER

:

CAFE

t

QUICKEL C& BOTHE, Proprietors.

dob Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
.

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
"
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUB)
;

rAJ1

OFFICIAL MATTERS
Contract Awarded.
Surveyor General Morgan O. Llewellyn has awarded to H. S. DuVal, deputy United States surveyor, the contract for the survey of T 21 N, R 22 E,
in Mora County; fractional T 17 and
18 N, R 28 E, in Union County; and
fractional T 1 S, R 1 W, in Socorro
County.
New Mexico Star Mail Routes.
The contract for carrying the mails
between Bethel, Roosevelt County and
Roswell has been let to Thomas M.
Smith at $273 a year. The mail is delivered three times a week, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays. The contract runs to June 30, 1906.
Lafayette Hardy has been given the
contract to carry the mails twice a
week between Texline and Portales,
Roosevelt County, for S500 a year to

June

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

W

1--

1--

THE FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Palace: James W. Miller, Denver;
A. R. Gibson, City; A. Mennett, Las
Vegas; S. W. Everman, Denver; Theo-

ww

United

I

States Designated Depositary

lie OW
at "OUR PLACE"
Pooad a Full Line of TaMo Wanes tor Family Trade.
t t t
Orders by Tetaphoao WO Be Promptly Ffflad
WIU Ba

17. R.

--

THE
'

Estancia

it

Santa Fe,

PRICE. Prop.
an

An,

111

f llHHHWOt

LBJMB8ML

CMM

N. ill.

OF

fl LIFETIME

For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia

"
has GOOD

WATER, SOFT WATER. PURS WATER,

RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATER
RUSSEL 8AQE8 ADVICE,
'
j
"Yourtg man, Buy Real Eatate,"
"
Will aoon rank with Horace Greely'a aphorism,
"YOUNQ MAN GO WEST!"
"If you are going to do a good thing, do it In the best way," Is
another maxim of which you will appreciate the force If you will either
t call on or communicate with W. P. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
I

v
i

LOTS ELSEWHERE.

' BE wise;
Put your money into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a live town, and
your children will rise up and call jjou blessed.
It is entirely safe to presume that within' a very short time the
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest and most substantial towns in this, section of .the south west '
THE!
Be sure and .write for all information desired at once.
PRICE OF THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
'
--

TERMS TO SUIT.
Adddreas all cemunlcations to
W,P, CLARKE,
SANTA FE,
'
'

NEW. MEXICO. ,
Over a million acres of land open for Homesteaders in the ESTANCIA VALLEY good soil and plenty ot water, which can ba had from
eight to thirty feet

dore Hockmeyer, El Paso; Alexander
H. Lester, Albuquerque; Thomas K.
Madison, Albuquerque; R. W. Harvey,
New York; John H. Knaebel, B. H.
Westervelt, Kemp Middlekauff,

Claire: John H. Conrad, Pueblo; G.
Gusdorf, Taos; Charles Carter, Taos;
John B. Harper, Durango; B. B. Tali
'
J. W. Whitten,
aferro, Kansas City;
V.
D.
Knight, Kansas
Albuquerque;
City; John H, Wright, St. Louis; A.
E. Baird, New York.
Bon Ton: Frank Burnett, Albu
querque; Gus Johnson, Charles Mcll- vain, El Paso; Amos W. Clark, Rico,
Colo.; Antonio Medina, Rio Arriba;
Charles Goldsmith, Denver;
George
Barrington, Pittsburg; JoBe Ortiz,
John Pringle, Santa Rosa; Frank
Darby, Antonito; Francisco Sanchez,
Penasco; John French, Clifton; E. J.
Chaleut, San Pedro.
Wilbur Beck, PhiladelNormandie:
phia; M. R. Stevens, Chicago; Ewen
T. Thompson, Denver; S. F. Kunkel,
Detroit; William McBride, Denver.
Gal-iste-

DEATH OF JUAN ANAYA.

Every Bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy Warranted.
We guarantee every bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and will refund the money to anyone who is not
s
of the
satisfied after using
contents. This is the best remedy in
the world for la grippe, coughs, colds,
croup and whooping cough and is
nleasant and safe to take. It nrevents
any tendency of a cold to result in
pneumonia. All druggists.
two-third-

The Annual Dividend Policy
Is the Beat Life Insurance.
UNION CENTRAL LIFE INS, CO., CINCINNATI.

Lowest. RateeBlggest Returns.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent
,

Telephone

71.

Try a New Mexican want "ad."

SYSTEM.

GOLD MINES.
I

j

about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the got
mining districts of Elizabethtown and Baldr, where important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nnlocated ground may b
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are aa favorable to the prospector as the U. 8. government laws.

1 1

Economy

II

the
grant, are
Brand
at
that farming or
during the
not
Evaporated
For particulars
to
advertising matter
I
Cream j The Maxwell Land Grant Co
Near Raton, N. M., on tfais
Coal Mines of
located
Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found
seasons
good wages for any wishing to work
be successfully done.
prospecting can
and
apply

1 1

1

1

j I

apl

always bears the above

II
I

I Made

by the largest pro- ot tvaporateai

yiaucers

(

in the world.

Lemp's St. Louis Bee

J

I

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS Jt Jt
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLEB
The Trade SappMed From Oae BerHe te a Carload.

jl

Goaoalcpe Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
SCARLET FEVER AT AZTEC.
Owing to the prevalence of scarlet
fever at Aztec, the monthly meeting
of the San Juan County Educational
Association
for January, has been
abandoned and the February meeting
has been postponed until the third
Saturday in February.

HE

OEIKEB

Denver

Insure Your Property In

Rio

urande

AMERICAN CENTRAL INS. CO., ST. I OLIS.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

Public Praise is Public Property.

600PE

SISTEI

6rande, Rio Grande Western, Rie
& Santa Fe and Rio Grande

Southern Railroads.

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Leadvillo.
Glenwood Springs. Aspen. Grand Junction, Salt
Lake City. Ogden. Butte. Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma. and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Aiming Camps
In Colorado. Utah and New Mexico.

San-

ta Fe People

May Profit By Local Experience.
Grateful people will talk.
Tell their experience for the public
good.
Santa Fe citizens praise Doan's Kid
ney Pills.
Kidney sufferers appreciate this.
They find relief for every kidney ill

Read what this citizen says:
of San
Charles Harris,
Miguel i , says: "The aching across
the sma of my back was not the kind
that cowies from overwork, it was deep
er seated and much more painful, positively proving to me that some inward
cause existed. When an attack was In
the aggravated stage, I could not stoop
to put on a shoe or lift any weight and
if I managed to stoop after suffering
twinges when I went to straighten excruciating pangs were sure to be my reward. Doan's Kidney Pills procured at
Ireland's Pharmacy stopped every aggravated attack. I sincerely hope that
backache and I have parted company."
For sale by all dealers; price 60 cents.

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE
To all Mountain Resorts
The Only Line Paaaing Through Salt Lake City Enxouie te the Pacific Coast

MOGfl

agents for the United States.
Remember
the name Doan's and
take no other.
SEALED PROPOSALS.
Will ba received at the office of the
secretary of the board of trustees of
the Miners' Hospital of New Mexico,
until 12 o'clock m., of the 15th day
of February, A. D., 1904 for the erection of the main building, of said hospital, according to plans and specifications on file at the office of the secretary, A. G. Dawson, at Raton, New
Mexico; also at the office of I. H. and
W. M. Rapp, architects, Las Vegas, N.
M. The said board of trustees reserve the right to reject any and all
A. Q. DAWSON,
bids.

BETWEEN

DENVER

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLE
GLENWOOD SPOS
GRAND JUNCT'N

SlfflllC

AND

SALT LAKE CITY
OGDEN
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS A NGELES

la CAKTaen
niNINii vAKj SBKTlCB
all through
tsaaj
A

0J0 CALJEJ9TE I(QT SPRINGS.

Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole

rn

S Die

Phone No. 35.

THE POPULAR LINE TO

COMMON PROPERTY,

Foster-Milbu-

the-Bato-

RATON. NEW MEXICO

I I label, it means the sama I I
I I as telling you that we
I
oacK up its purity with a I I
I
$5,000 guarantee,
f f

These Celebrated Hot Springs are to- rated in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
aos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Barranca Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages run to the Springs,

the temperature ot these waters

Is

from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, &,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids

these waters has been thoroughly at-e- d
by the miraculous cures attested to
In the following
diseases: Paralyela,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumptloa,
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial AsTe
tlons, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing, $2.60 per day; H4)
per week; S50 per month. Stage meet"
Denver trains and waits for Saata V
train upon request This resort la attractive at all seasons, and la open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Calleate
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. nx.
reach OJo Caliente at 4 p. m. the
day. Fare for round trip from Saata
Fe to OJo Caliente, 17.40. For furthet

and tourists. These waters contain
LCM.24
of alkaline aalts to the
Secretary. gallon, grains
the
richest alkaline Hot
being
Dated at Raton, N. M., Jan. 13, 1904.
Springs in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
Insure Your Property In

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

INS. CO., NEW YORK.

GERMAN-AMERICA- N

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

OJo

Proprietor
N.

Caliente. Taos County,

The book bindery of the New Mexican Printing Company has been so
much enlarged and improved of late
that it is the best south of Pueblo to
the Mexico line and between Dallas,

JH

1

EL PASO

.

Texas, and Los Angeles, California.

CHICAGO,

Headquarters for wedding cards and

announcements
Company.

Juan Anaya, a brother of Thomas

Werner, deputy sheriff of Sandoval
this
County, died at
week after an illness of several weeks.
The funeral took place yesterday from
the.Church of San Felipe de Nori and
Interment was made in Santa Barbara
. ,
Cemetery.

UNDSR IRRIGATION

On this Grant,

,

8ABTA FE, KSXt EEXK3

LANDS

rami's

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water rights from $17 to 825 per acre, according to location. Payments may be made in ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, frulu at
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

Cook County, Illinois, and Theodore
W. Carter of Grant County, New Mex
ico. The company is organized for 50

1--

Fait

FARMING

Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation were filed today at the office of
the territorial secretary: Burro Mountain Copper Company, principal office
at Silver City. The incorporators are
Nathan Leopold and Alfred C. Schwab,

ST.

If

Gaxwelt

30, 1906.

years for the purpose of dealing in real
estate and mining in New Mexico. The
company is capitalized at $50,000, divided into 50,000 shares, of the par
value of $1 each. The incorporators
are the directors.
Territorial Funds Received.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
has received the following funds:
Prom J. D. WalKer, treasurer and ex- offlcio collector of Eddy County, $101.32
taxes for 1902, and $4,526.78 taxes for
1903. From Leopoldo Sanchez, treasurer and
collector of Leon
ard Wood County, $203.16, taxes for
1902, and $1,197.94, taxes for 1903.
NIAGARA
LOUIS
From Donald Stewart, treasurer and
collector of Quay County,
FALLS
CHICAGO
$268.49, taxes for 1902, $1,286.42 taxes
for 1903. From Walter H. Guiney,
NEW YORK treasurer and
collector of
DETROIT
Luna County, $727.89 taxes for 1903.
Homestead Entries.
BOSTON
BUFFALO
The following homestead
entries
have been made in the local United
JL1TD
States land office: January 20, No.
7783. Manuel Martinez of Ocate, for
Own Track from Kansas City M the N
NE
SW
NE
SE
to Shortest Mi Only Um Banning Over
section 21, T 23 N, R 20
NW
Bi LaiitoKlacfarallws4BuCal. WMk AD Modem OeBTeafeneea.
E, 100 acres in Mora County.
January 20, No. 7784, Sofar Bueno,
Time and Service Unexcelled
N
NW
Wagon Mound for W
24
19
Trains
T
R
SW
section
4,
N,
E,
Three Solid
Dally
Through
159 acres in Mora County.
Coal Declaratory Statement.
eela.
the
aarved
Meals
la
allowed oa all tiakeU vie Niagara Fatte.
top-oTThe following coal declaratory stateuounoa
01
urstwr
f
lafareaettoa
For
Can.
inqnire
kraled Wabaah Palaea DMIag
ment was filed in the local United
H i. BNBC0CK, Oaawri Afaat,
Stakes Ac eats or address
States land office: January 20, No.
1285. Frederick H. Newman of AlbuNE
SE
SE
querque, for N
NW
section 11, T 10
SW
N, R 5 E.
Meeting of Regents of the College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
R. J. PALBN, President
At a meeting of the board of regents
J. H. VAUOHN, Cashier.
of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla
Park last week. President Luther FosHENRY L, WALDO, VJee
ter of the College was authorized to
look after plans for the enlargement
The resignaof the girl's dormitory.
tion of Miss Foster from the faculty of
the College, because of her intended
marriage at an early date, was

r- -i

D.

New Mexican

Print-in- g

'

DENVER,

R. G. SYSTEM,
Santa Fe Branch.

&

SALT LAKE CITY.

TIME TABLE.
aitTBOUBB-

-

WBSTBOCra

MOM Ho.416
jro.411.
6:30 p m..Ar... .Santa Fa.. Lt..
am
.181.. 8:40pm
6:40m..J.T....Almo...Ar
Alamoaa vis8llda..Lv
600am
LT
Pnablo.. ..Lv..s87.. 2 : a at
2jitD.
p m..L....Dnvr....Ar.. 404.. ' :20 a m

THE SHORT LINE OF NEW MEXICO

9.-0-0

NEW EQUIPMENT

8.-0-

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.'
Connections.
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton
and intermediate points.

CONNECTING AT SANTA FB, N. M., with the Denver
Rio Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado 8pringa, Pueblo, Trinidad
and all pointt in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana sad the Gsaat
Northwest.
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. If., with the El
8yatem for EI Paso, Texas, and all points in Southern
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of Mexico. Also for
Kansas City, St Louia, Chicago and all paints east via the Rock
Ialand system.
THE SANTA FB CENTRAL is the Short Line between Santa
Fe and- El Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, Carrisoso, Santa Rosa, Tucum-car- i,
N M., Dalhart, Texas, and all other points oa the El
System.
For freight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which it operr
,
4
ates, call oa or addieaa

Faso-Nortieast- ern

At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and

intermediate points via either the standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
entire trip In (Jay light and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
also for all points on Creede branch.
At Salida for all points west.
At Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
Springs for all points east.
For further Information, sleeping car
reservations time cards, literature, etc,
call on or address
F. H. McBride, Agent.
Santa Fe N M.
8 K. Hooraa, G. PA.
Denver, Colo.

PROMPT SERVICE

Paao-Northeaat-em

i

B.

7. R0C3IHS, 6. F. & P.

I, SjUITJl FE.

D. U.

5

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, January 2 J, 1904.
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A Wagon's First Cost

THE FARMERS F,

is not all there is to it. , There are a nlenf v of low oriced wairons (misrhtv dear in the end).
wood pithy, "dead," the
that actually look well at first. You can't see the
or foresee the shrinking, rattling, loosening of spokes, the tire setting and
defective
constant repairs, that will rise up to trouble you iu time. All said and done, it pays to buy
once for all a dependable wagon.
paint-covere-

7nepnaofTnejaniii)-UurnMOluiJt-

d

STVDEBAKER WAGONS

U8

are that kind. That is a matter of common knowledge testified to by every man who ever
bought one. Built ou honor by master mechanics out of selected and perfectly seasoned
materials. Definite, sterling worth in each job of Vehicles and Harness, that result in longer
ana Detter service tnan you nave a rigui to expect, i ou
don't make mistakes if you pin jour faith there.

Studebakers in Your Town.

The undersigned are the local sales agents. We carry a generous
stock, we'll order and quickly get any thing you want. You see the
goods and know what you are buying. We stake our reputation
on pleasing you. Always ready to show you. Give us a call.

To yottf interest!

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.,

Santa. Fe. N. M.

BARBED WIRE.

WE NVITE YOU ALL TO
1

f

1

i

miii 'nan

r

i(

m.

urprised when you learn the very low price.

OUR M EW
VRFHTVRE'
1HI
up-to-da-

IN EVERT

Are the best and will last a lifetime.
We want to make you our friend and
will not sell you a poor mill.

WE

pom

WILL OFFER

YOD

GENUINE

at
KAADT'S CURIO STORE

Call

& & &

BARGAINS

Marlin, See Us.

JED PROUTY

Will Be the Attraction at the Opera
House, Thursday Evening
January 21.

j&

"Old Jed Prouty" like an old friend,
comes' 'to us with all, the "old boys"
and "the gals" and the rest of the
folks that have helped to make the
short hours of their stay pass so pleasantly. The characters who figure in
MANUFACTURER OF
"Old Jed Prouty" are as familiar to
theater goers, as well known to them,
and as cordially liked as their own
friends about the city. These stage
DEALER IN
people of Richard Golden's are a peculiar kind of people. All that they do
Hand
and
Painted
China.
Clocks,
Watches,
Jewelry
and all that they say nay, more, all
that they ever did do or ever will say
Repairing of fine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.
will be brought within the space of
FILIGREE at WHOLESALE and RKTAli three hours.
liYAJO BOGS and INDIA! GOODS
Yet those who have known "Old Jed
247 San Francisco St.
Prouty" and "the rest of 'em" seem to
know their whole lives. They do in
fact for these three hours are . their
lives. They are known better than people off the stage can be s'for their
every act and work is known. Often
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers.
the thought of them is enough to bring
New Mexico
a smile or a tear, and the memory of
Santa Fe
many may, and does lighten when
they think of this play. That these
people are so real and so tangible, is
because they have been created by a
master mind, with a master's consummate skill. They have had "originals"
uaroer
onop.
Up Stairs Over Kerr'3
in real life, but the instinct of the mas
ter was no less required to picture
No Work
them before the world, so we might
get to know them and to love them as
those who have seen them surely do.
Presented here on Thursday even
5
ing, January 21, at the opera house.
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REA1INGT0N TYPEWRITERS
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Photographic Studio

Delivered Unless Satisfactory.
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UMWEBSM,

Mixes and Kneads

Bread thoroughly

in 3 Minutes.

Hsnds do not touch the dough.

Does away with hand
and Makes Better
Bread.

Kmeedlng

SIMPLE

EASY

SANITARY

SOLD BY

ITEMS,

Colorado, were arrested by Marshal
Curtright and will' be held until their
relatives in Denver can be heard from.
The names of the boys are Myron
Lowell Ellis' and Will Denton
and they are between 14 and 16 years
of age. Charles Cunningham has resigned his position as clerk in the Las
Vegas postoffice to accept a position
with a business firm in Raton.
NEW RAILROAD

Fe,

a-

machine-mad- e

goods.

JACOB WELTMBR
Books and Stationery
All the LEADING MAGAZINES in stock.

A large line of Novelties, Dolls, Toys, Etc., for the

HOLIDAY TRADE

BRIDGE.

The Southern Pacific Will Build it
er the Rio Grande at El
Paso.

Ov-

SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING

The Southern Pacific Railway will
build a new bridge over the Rio GranAt Oar Up'to-Dat- e
de at El Paso. The material for the
from
is
Phoenixville,
arriving
bridge
- Undertaking Parlors
Pennsylvania, and as soon as all the
material is on hand, the work of conThe Latest Scientific Methods f Enbalmlig
struction will begin. The new bridge
will be much larger, higher and more ire Employed. Calls Answered from the Parlors Day or Night or by D0R0TE0 SENA, Agin
substantial than the old one.
Our Parlors Consist of a Nicely and Appropriately Fitted Up Suite at No. Ill
Fria Road.
Lincoln Avenue, West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico,

ALL KIND8 OF PICTURE FRAMING.

wAWTS
AND MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED

Rooms,

light housekeeping.

furnished, for
Address K. care

New Mexican.

FOR RENT

New 7 room

DUDROW

ADS- -

& HONTENIE

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

cottage,

Bath, r tationary range and all the
modern improvements. Apply to Geo.

J

E. Ellis, Claire Hotel.
WANTED

CLOSING

POSITION.

OUT

ANY ONE desiring male help of any
kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
Secretary Capital City Band.

SALE!

HELP WANTED.

WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs.
Death of Mrs. Pablo Rael The City
Council Decides to Grade the
R. J. Palen 231 Palace Avenue.
Boulevard.
FOR SALE.
Mrs. Pablo Rael of Las Vegas, a sisFOR SALE 2 horses, 3 pair harness
ter of Martin Rael, died at her home
on thejvest side on Tuesday. She was 3 wagons, 1 carriage, 1 Hosier safe.
77 years of age. The funeral services Apply Gavino Ortiz' Store.
were held yesterday morning.
REAL ESTATE BARGAIN.
The city council of Las Vegas held
room residence on Gallsteo
Six
on
a special meeting
Tuesday evening
of capitol, with four and
south
Street,
to advertise for bids for the grading one-bal- f
acres of ground with garden
Plaza
and
Streets.
is
It also
of Bridge
to grade the Boulevard and alfalfa, chicken yards and houses.
proposed
Good repair. Terms reasonable. Reawhich is now being
for sale, compelled to leave town.
sons
an
will
be quite
This
improvement to
sacrafice. For further partl-ular- s
Positive
the west side of the town. Pablo
T F. Sjidebottom.
apply
was appointed to collect road

Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire, stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS, DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC.
. At less than Cost

TOURISTS:
Do you know

that you

miss half of Santa Fe if
you do not visit our Curio Store & Free Museum

Uli-bar- ri

N. M.

tax.
WANTED Clean cotton rasrs. New
Three young boys who ad run
office. Cash paid for same.
Mexican
in
homes
their
from
Florence,
away

-

m -v

for

$22.50.

cross-sectione-

W.H.GOEBEL,
Santa
THE
HARDWALB DEAXBR,

J

LAS VEGAS

BREAD MAKER

you could
expect to pay

Padgitt Bros.' Cowboy Saddles. Made
on honor. $35 will buy the saddle
If you want a good Baker or Smith you have been paying $50 for. We
have the latest thing in Ladies' SadGun, or New Model Winchester" or dles, price reduced from $35.00 to

P(cxican Filigree Jewelry

4

...,...,.
than

' 1 1 piittps icaa

are 'sole
agents for the

EN ROUTE HERE

For Blankets, Drawn Work, Filigree Jewelry,
Burnt Leather Goods of All Kinds . . . .

is

'

MW1PLW(I

ui
OLD

j&

aw

UULE3

We

te

DEPflflTfllENT

I I andsome

di

SAMSON WINDMILLS

offer many attractions forthis event. Our stock of Rockers,
Morris Chairs, Dressing Tables. Chiffoniers, Davenports. Divans,
Mantel Beds. Bouffets. Sideboards, Music Cabinets, Hall Trees,
in every respect, and cannot be beat.
Desks, Etc., is

i

finest lot of Barbed Wire
ever brought to the Territory. If you need
anything in this line call on us. You will be

m

We

i

We have the

1I1S

I !

'I

o,

axle-woo-

Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
Cor. San Frantitco Street and Borro Alley
;

